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1. Executive Summary 
 

The National Development Plan (NDP), Vision 2030, adopted by Cabinet in 2012, is the visionary blueprint of government, with business and 

society as collaborative partners. Seeking to eliminate poverty and sharply reduce inequality by 2030, the five key elements of the NDP are: 

a) Inclusive social and economic development; 

b) Sustainable investment and growth; 

c) Decent jobs and sustainable livelihoods; 

d) A capable development state; and 

e) Expanding opportunities. 

 

The NDP aims to integrate planning and ensure greater policy coherence in government, thus building a common vision of what South Africa 

could look like in 2030. 

Giving effect to the longer range planning period of the NDP is a series of 5-year Medium-Term Strategic Frameworks (MTSFs); the MTSF 

2014 – 2019 being the first of three such Frameworks following the adoption of the NDP in 2012 and towards the 2030 vision. 

Government outcomes (12): 

4. Decent employment through inclusive economic growth  

5. A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path  

6. An efficient competitive and responsive economic infrastructure network  

7. Vibrant, equitable and sustainable rural communities with food security for all 

10. Environmental assets and natural resources that are well protected and continually enhanced 

 

1.1 Mandate 
“Development of strategic catalytic macro projects to improve SBDM socio-economic situation”. 

 

1.2 Vision1 
“To facilitate & implement integrated economic development of sustainable businesses and co-operatives enterprises”. 

 

1.3 Mission2 
“Facilitate investments and economic transformation of SBDM in those sectors with economic potential”. 

                                                                 
1
 The Vision Statement focuses on the envisaged future taking into account global economic development trajectory and key drivers of change; it serves to provide focus and is a 

source of energy to advance human development.   
2
 The mission statement describes succinctly what the CDA aims to do in realising the vision statement. It defines key tasks the CDA need to perform to achieve successful 

performance. 
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1.4 Values 
The key values that inform the work and approach of the CDA are: 

 Transparency and Accountability: To its shareholders, Board, SBDM District People and Strategic Partners  

 Economic Developmental Oriented: Promoting and mobilising investment for the key SBDM economic development  

 key drivers in quick response time within which developments are planned, led, managed and implemented. 

 Responsiveness: To investors, market and shareholder expectations towards achieving CDA mandate. 

 Results-driven: Adopt agile approaches tailored to meet stakeholder’s unique requirements and expectations   

 Agent of Change: Incorporate and drive SA socio-economic transformation agenda through the implementation of  

 progressive procurement, partnership and work practices. 

1.5 CDA Guiding Strategic Goals and Objectives 
The CDA derives its mandate from the SBDM Developmental Priority 3: Local Economic Development from which it develops its strategic 

goals, objectives and process to achieve the strategic goals in the medium term as reflected in Table 1 below: 

 

Table1: SBDM Local Economic Development Priority, CDA Strategic Goals, Objectives and Approach to Achieve Goals. 

 SBDM 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
PRIORITY 3. 

CDA STRATEGIC GOALS 
TO ACHIEVE SBDM 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
PRIORITY 

CDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
PROCESS TO ACHIEVE CDA 
STRATEGIC GOALS 

1. LOCAL ECONOMIC 

DEVELOMENT 

1. CDA should enable 

economic growth, 

infrastructure and 

investment within the 

district. 

1. To enable the long-term economic 

growth and infrastructure development 

across the district through the 

commercial exploitation of its 

economic potential across 

industrial sectors and associate 

development of strategic economic 

production centres through multiyear 

delivery programmes, proactive 

development facilitation and 

mobilisation of investments as well 

as development partnerships.  

 

2. To efficiently, effectively and 

economically deliver sustainable 

a) Catalysing growth of those 

industrial sectors in which the 

district has competitiveness and 

investment potential.  

b) Catalytic intervention and strategic 

mobilisation of capital investments 

in areas with better returns for 

investors can unlock development 

potential, stimulate local 

economies and boost job creation 

and entrepreneurial development. 

2. Make CDA to be a 

solutions oriented 

organisation to 

empower the district 

a) In partnership with various 

stakeholders, the CDA will develop 

solutions to meet local needs and 

mitigate challenges in the context 
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citizenry. social and economic infrastructure 

projects.  

 

3. To promote BBBEE through 

economic empowerment of previously 

disadvantage persons per government 

preferential procurement framework 

and participation in CDA implemented 

economic and infrastructure 

development projects. 

 

4. To improve and enhancing the 

CDA's corporate governance and 

operations to ensure that it complies 

with all legislations and thus becomes  

an efficient, effective, financially 

sustainable and well-governed 

organisation to deliver on its mandate.  

of involving people in their own 

development.  

b) Supporting local innovation and its 

commercialisation, adaptation of 

international best practices, 

technology appropriate and its 

localisation are interventions that 

the CDA will implement to 

empower people of the district.  

5. Implement continuous 

organisational 

improvement.  

a) The agility of the CDA and it being 

a learning organisation would 

ensure that it runs an efficient and 

dynamic operation to meet its 

strategic goals. 

 

1.6 CDA’s Purpose 
 

The purpose / value add of the CDA is in identifying and unlocking the District’s economic potential across range of industrial sectors by 

developing strategic partnerships with relevant stakeholders in their implementation.    

1.7 CDA Logical Framework 

The CDA has in turn aligned its activities and efforts to achieve expected results through the following log frame, which structures the main 

elements of its work and highlights the logical linkages between them as depicted in Figure 1 below: 
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Figure 1. CDA Log Frame
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1.8 Brief Overview of the CDA 
 

The CDA is an entity of the Sarah Baartman District Municipality established by the Council to be one of its arsenal in the offensive to fight 

underdevelopment, poverty and transform the fortunes of the population of the district as envisaged by the SA Constitution.  

Since its establishing, the Agency has evolved into an entity capable of smartly executing its mandate to facilitate catalytic economic and 

infrastructure projects. In the implementation of its mandate, the CDA is directed by overarching frameworks of the National Development Plan, 

National Government Industrial Sector Development Strategies (IPAP; APAP; Green Economy, etc), Eastern Cape Provincial Industrial 

Development Strategy, SBDM IDP.  

 

The Cacadu Development Agency operates differently from other Urban Development Agencies in the country and globally as other Agency’s 

unlike CDA their operational budget is a direct line item of a department or directorate covering both operational and capital cost for both 

human resources and projects identified. The Agency is therefore expected to be innovative in raising necessary capital for its project portfolio 

that will be convincing to the investors to invest their hard earned funding towards their execution.   Thus the Agency is more than a project 

management agency as it seized with the task of developing localised and integrated area based development for the SBDM small towns to 

attract favourable investments.   

 

In the course of the development of local area and an integrated economic development packages for various funding entities, it is expected 

the Agency to proactively play a development facilitation functions in the pre-development of economic development projects and to some 

extent joint implementation of projects with the investors.  

 

To date the CDA has facilitated economic and infrastructure development projects in Blue Crane Route; Sundays River Valley and Makana 

Local Municipalities during its establishment phase.  

 

1.9 CDA’s Governance Arrangements 
 

The CDA is governed by a number of mutually reinforcing legislations and regulations that intends to support and strengthen its role in 

transforming society and the developmental state.  

As an entity of the District Municipality, the legislative and regulatory regime that governs CDA includes; the Constitution of the Republic of 

South Africa (Act,108 of 1996) which mandates local government to promote social and economic development in areas of their jurisdiction; the 

White Paper on Local Government (March 1998) which advocates for the notion of a developmental government with economic development 

playing a pivotal part of local government; the Municipal Systems Act, 2000(Act no.32 of 2000) provides for the determination of municipalities 

and their structures and the Municipal Finance Management (Act,56 of 2003) which regulates accountabilities of Municipalities and prescribes 

for the establishment of municipal entities. The Companies Act (Act, No.71 of 2008) under which the entity is registered governs the conduct 

and responsibility of its directors. These are further amplified by the dictates of the King 11, 111 & IV Codes of Conduct which require high 

standard of ethical conduct of the executive and non- executive directors of the company.   
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CDA accountability to Board and District Municipality: The CDA management, through its CEO, accounts to the Board of Directors of the 

agency in respect of compliance with legislation, regulations & CDA policies and the execution of Board approved strategy, business plan & 

finances and delivering on signed performance agreement that its managers entered into with the entity.  

In summary, the CDA’s management is accountable for strategic and operational matters to the Board of Directors, which controls and 

maintains a fiduciary relationship with the company. 

The SBDM council exercises political oversight and to whom the CDA submits, through its Board Chairperson, compliance reports in respect of 

its performance scorecard. The CDA relies on the SBDM for its operational budget to deliver on the contractual obligations contained in the 

signed service level agreement.   

1.10 Strategic and business planning process 

The CDA’s Annual Business Plan is informed by the SBDM’s planning processes including the District Mayor’s State of the District Address, the 

Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP). The CDA has strong relations with the 

SBDM Local Economic Development Directorate to ensure seamless co-operation between the two entities to maximise economic 

development impact to the District. As indicated earlier that the CDA’s strategic objectives are aligned with the SBDM IDP and other 

Government Department’s Industrial Sectorial Development funded mandates. 

 

The CDA’s Board of Directors has the opportunity to engage with the contents of this Business Plans at various stages of its development 

before its approval. The final version of the Business Plan is reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors.  
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2. Strategic Analyses 

2.1 The Context in which the CDA Operates 
 

The 2017-2022 Sarah Baartman District Municipality Integrated Development Plan appropriately defines the role of the SBDM and by extension 

that of its Agency as legally obligated to undertake a development facilitation role of the District. Furthermore, the District’s economic 

development facilitation role integrates a number of different responsibilities of the district (such as the IDP, regional spatial planning, economic 

development and tourism, infrastructure implementation support, local capacity building and support) to provide a more efficient, integrated and 

holistic services that will benefit the community members of the district. 

Furthermore, Section 23 of the Municipal Systems Act of 2000 requires municipalities to undertake developmentally orientated planning to 

ensure that it:- 

 

 strives to achieve the objectives of local government set out in Chapter 7, Section 152 (1)(a-e) of the Constitution; 

 gives effect to its developmental duties as required by Section 153 of the constitution, and Together with other organs of state contribute 

to the progressive realization of the fundamental rights contained in sections 24, 25, 26, 27 and 29 of the Constitution. 

 

The Sarah Baartman District covers approximately one third of the Eastern Cape’s land area, however it only houses 6.8% of the provinces’ 

population, with the lowest average distribution of eight people per square kilometre in the Eastern Cape. The district is characterised my small 

towns, man of which were established owing to the rail networks linking the industrial towns of Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage to other industrial 

towns of South Africa. The conditions are worse in the small towns of the District’s interior where poverty can be severe, compounded by 

isolation from the mainstream economy. 

 

 Therefore, the Agency is expected to identify industrial economic development potential based on economic potential of each small town in the 

context of integrated economic development model to attract relevant investments suited for identified catalytic projects. This approach would 

ensure that the Agency’s work does not deepen socio-spatial cleavages between the rich and poor, between people and opportunities, in a way 

that could further entrench communities in cycles of poverty and relative deprivation. The rapid development in global connectivity technological 

developments and its far reaches into small towns and difficult to access areas means there are great possibilities for high-tech industry 

development within the District.      

2.1.1 The Sarah Baartman District Municipality Integrated Development Plan (IDP) 2017-2022. 

 

The development objectives of the Agency are derived from the SBDM IDP, which has prioritised five development priorities (objectives) 

towards securing the overarching strategic goals, the Vision and the Mission adopted from the SBDM IDP. The IDP priorities are aligned with 

the National policy directives of the MTSF and the NSDP and the Municipal Socio-Economic and Enterprise Development Strategy (SEEDS). 

The SBDM 2017-2022 IDP identified five prioritised development objectives for the district municipality with a total of 14 developmental 

strategic objectives, and are outlined in the Table 2 below: 
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Table 2. SBDM 2017-2022 DEVELOPMENTAL PRIORITIES  

DEVELOPEMNTAL PRIORITY STRATEGIES 

1. Infrastructure Development    

i. Physical and development planning 

ii. Coordinate  the  provision  of  regional  bulk  water and transportation services 

iii. Assist the SBDM in the process of identifying potential shared services 

2. Capacity Building and 

Support to Local 

Municipalities 

iv. Ensure that appropriate planning and development facilities are established 

v. Ensure that appropriate information technology facilities and skills are available 

vi. Develop appropriate systems for local and district community participation 

3. Local Economic 

Development 

vii. The identification, appropriate packaging and promotion of investment opportunities 

viii. Support for SMME and Cooperatives development 

ix. Design of rural development economic initiatives including agricultural mentorship programmes 

x. Promoting the establishment of alternative energy generation (wind, hydro, solar, bio-fuel) 

xi. Promoting and strengthening regional and local economic linkages, partnerships and networks 

4. Community Services xii. Ensuring that Local Municipalities have access to appropriate ICT infrastructure and capacity 

5. Institutional Development 

xiii. The planning and implementation of skills development programmes together with appropriate 

monitoring and evaluation systems 

xiv. Ensuring that appropriate professional development is adopted in terms of economic aspects 

of the IDPs at the district and local municipal levels 

 

Of the five priority developmental objectives identified by the SBDM, the CDA focuses more on DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 3, especially its 

highlighted strategies. This development priority is further articulated in page 72 of the SBDM 2017-2022 IDP document and its contents 

reflected in the Table 3 below. The SDBM Local Economic Development Directorate is responsible for the implementation of some of the sub-

objectives that are not catalytic nature, i.e., not involving multi-million investment by local and foreign investors.   

 

Table 3. Local Economic Development Priority Objectives, Strategies, Nature of Projects and Period for Implementation (2018/19  

              Delivery Agenda)   

DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 3 : LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

OBJECTIVE STRATEGY NATURE OF PROJECT  / OUTPUTS TARGET 

YEAR 

1. Increase agricultural income to achieve a 

year-on-year growth in the agriculture and 

agro-processing sectors. 

 Facilitate investment in local and 

regional agri-industry plant to increase 

product demands and improve 

participation in the agri-sector 

 Facilitation and coordination of 

DMAC meetings  for Agri-Parks 

2018/19 

 Support local and regional food systems 
 Support one mentorship 
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that keep wealth in rural communities programme per annum 

2. Facilitate Investment in natural capital to 

contribute towards government's target of 

creating "green" and “blue” jobs by 2020. 

 Facilitate an enabling environment for 

investment in natural capital to increase 

job creation in blue and green emerging 

sectors 

 Facilitating and coordinate 8 IPP 

forum meetings per annum (4 

coastal and 4 inland) 
2018/19 

 Identify high impact projects for 

inclusion in the Provincial Oceans 

Economy Programme 

3. Broaden economic participation and 

inclusion by increasing the number and 

support to small enterprises 

 Promote social economy investments 

 Resuscitate the District Business 

Development Forum 
2018/19 

 Facilitate a trade and investment 

partnership with ECDC and CDA 

4. Developing skills and education base by 

increasing the number of semi-skilled and 

skilled 

 To promote creative arts and talent 

development 

 Implement the District Creative 

Industry Strategy 

2018/19 

 Create sector skills development 

opportunities 

 Partner with an accredited service 

provider and submit a proposal to 

the Tourism SETA (CATHSETA) 

 Develop skills transfer partnerships 

between established and emerging 

farmers 

 To continue with Agricultural 

Mentorship Programme (initiated 

by GIZ) 

 

5. Regenerating at least one core towns as 

service and economic hubs 

 Urban regeneration projects 

 To review Tourism Masterplan 

to accommodate aviation 

infrastructure development, 

coastal and marine tourism and 

tourism investment 

2018/19 

 Implementation of the Tourism 

Master Plan 

 

6. Building local and regional networks and 

collaboration through the creation of 

partnerships with (a) government, (b) the 

private sector and (c) education / 

research. 

 Building government to government 

partnerships 

 To strengthen partnerships 

with Rhodes and NMU 

Universities, Dr Ruth Mopati, 

Cape Winelands, Eden and the 

Nelson Mandela Bay Metro, 

Department of Environmental 

Affairs, ECDC and Jingcheng. 

Strengthen IGR activities such 

as DST 

2018/19 

to 2022 
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 Building emerging and established 

business partnerships 

 To engage NECSA on SMME 

opportunities (Nuclear Energy) 

 Building local government and 

business partnerships 

 To support Local Tourism 

Organisations Support BDF’s 

 Building investor and local business 

partnerships 

 To finalise the partnership with 

ECDC on Trade (SMME, 

Export development and 

promotion) 

7.1 To grow tourism sector's absolute   

      contribution to the District Economy 

 To increase public sector investment 

in Tourism Infrastructure Investment 

 To review Tourism Masterplan 

to accommodate aviation 

infrastructure 

2018/19 

to 2022 

 To increase domestic and Foreign 

visitors 

 Development of coastal and 

marine tourism and tourism 

investment 

7.2 To position the District as a nationally  

      recognised tourism brand 

 To showcase the District as a 

distinctive brand 

 To position Sarah Baartman 

District as a preferred and 

competitive Tourism 

Destination 

 

 

The highlighted (in green) objectives, strategy and nature of projects are aligned to CDA’s objectives and strategy as further articulated in this 

business plan.   

 

 
Furthermore, the SBDM-SDF Outcomes on Infrastructure & Economic Development Priority Objectives are reflected in Table 4 & 5 below: 
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Table 4. SBDM SDF Infrastructure Spatial Outcomes  
            

 Pillar   Infrastructure        

       Spatial Planning   Efficient and integrated spatial development of infrastructure and transport  

 SBDM   Infrastructure Investment   Objective   systems.  

 Priority           

 Key Issues   Spatial Outcome:   Refer to the Plan below  

   

 

 

 related to the economic activity of the District.   

    

 access within the district and province.   

    

 maintenance and upgrading (The cost in low density   

 areas may be prohibitive.)   

    

 north.       

 lk water supply (Inland and at the coast)   

 remains relevant.   

    

 site at each settlement needs to be investigated.   

  Accommodation of renewable energy   

 infrastructure within the District.   

    

 populated interior remains expensive.   

    

 enhance the bulk electrical supply within the region.   

 ation linkages between the Coega and East   

 London IDZ’s.   

    

 accommodated.   

    

 have significant services backlogs.   

 wth  trend  in  the  coastal  settlements   

 needs to be acknowledged in infrastructure planning.   

     

STRATEGIES: 
 Focus infrastructure development in areas of highest need and potential. 
 Establish district wide infrastructure planning, implementation and monitoring capacity. 
 Identify areas where strategic infrastructure projects and programs can help boost economic growth and attract private investment. 
 Provide appropriate basic services to all settlements within the district 
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Table 5: SBDM SDF Local Economic Development Spatial Outcomes  
            

 Pillar   Local Economic Development        

       Spatial Planning   A diverse and growing economy supported by sustainably utilised natural resources  

 SBDM   N/A   Objective     

 Priority           

 Key Issues   Spatial Outcome:   Refer to the Plan below  

 

 The District serves as the economic hinterland 
/service area for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metro. 

 The economy is dependent on the natural resources 
of the area (Tourism and production). 

 Spatial planning initiatives need to support the 
implementation of the SEED strategies by: 

 Implementing effective spatial planning land use 
management 

 SDF to identify areas for renewable energy 
production 

 Recognizing that game reserves and farming are 
playing a bigger role in the economy 

 Urban Regeneration Projects 
 Identify where infrastructure upgrading is required. 

Provide the spatial framework for the ABP 
 Inappropriate land use change can have a negative 

impact on district resources and the economy. 
 The ECPSDF identified areas of the District for future 

game farming activities. Some of these areas, 
particularly in Ndlambe, parts of Makana and 
Camdeboo are located on higher potential arable and 
grazing land. 

 The introduction of alternative energy generation 
infrastructure and the associated land use change will 
provide both economic opportunities but may also 
have a negative impact on the ecotourism of the 
district. (Potential changes to the visual and cultural 
landscapes). 

 The protected area network together with the 
intended expansion areas (Nature reserves and 
parks) provide significant and expanding ecotourism 
opportunities within the District. 

 Both the tourism and productive components of the 
economy are dependent on effective access. 
(Transportation infrastructure). 

  

 

 

    

     

STRATEGIES: 
 The resource base of the Province and the District needs to be clearly demarcated and accommodated in the LM SDF’s. 
 Review and adopt the SBDM’s Guidelines on-land use change outside the settlements. 
 Identify where the improved transportation infrastructure would leverage economic growth. 
 Undertake CBD regeneration projects in identified sub-district and sub-local centers.
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The SBDM SDF Outcomes for both the Economic and Infrastructure Development informed the SBDM 2017-2022 IDP’s economic development 

priorities as well as identifying the 2018 projects to fund during the 2018/19 financial year. The District’s economic development priority project 

funding needs exceed the District Municipality funding allocation. The current fiscal constraint in the country means that there is a great chance 

of funding allocation decline across Government spheres further delaying in years the possibility of the District ever achieving its stated economic 

development priorities. 

 

Thus the Agency with the support from its Board, SBDM Council and Management, has the responsibility to apply innovative thinking 

methodologies to mobilise funding from various funding entities and investors in achieving the stated economic development priorities in our life 

time. 

2.1.2 National and Provincial Development Plans 

 

As stated in the Eastern Cape PDP3 that the NDP sets out nine key challenges, which are also addressed in detail in the Eastern Cape’s 

Diagnostic Overview. Herein below are four of the nine challenges relevant to the CDA’s mandate:   

 

1. Too few people work. Unemployment statistics for the Eastern Cape – at 27.8 percent (narrow rate) and 43.5 percent (expanded rate 

including discouraged work-seekers) – fall below the national averages of 24.1 percent and 34 percent respectively.5 The situation is 

worse still in the economically depressed rural regions where the majority of the province’s population resides – a stubborn inheritance 

from the colonial and apartheid era. 

2. Infrastructure is poorly located, under-maintained and insufficient to foster higher growth and spatial transformation. Despite 

efforts to address backlogs, infrastructure needs remain high, especially in rural regions. The road network is severely stressed and 

deteriorating. There is inadequate bulk infrastructure for services due to persistent underinvestment and poor maintenance. Energy 

transmission and distribution networks are under-maintained and undercapitalised. While the province’s infrastructure budget has 

increased from R2.3 billion in 2005/06 to R6.2 billion in 2011/12 and Municipal Infrastructure Grant allocations to municipalities have also 

increased, these allocations are inadequate to address historical backlogs and needs. 

3. Spatial patterns exclude the poor from development. Development patterns still reflect the inherited structure of the colonial, 

apartheid and Bantustan economies. Historically unequal land ownership patterns persist and exacerbate stresses on the land. In the 

west of the province, freehold white-owned farms still make up the bulk of the province’s agricultural output. In the centre is the border 

patchwork of quitrent, white-owned farms, marginal black-owned freehold farms, colonial and apartheid expropriations, and a trickle of 

restitutions. In the east, customary tenure continues, while land administration and planning in the former Ciskei and Transkei is still 

governed by old-order proclamations and ordinances dating back to 1921 – a situation exacerbated by patrilineal patterns of inheritance 

and leadership.  

The province’s two metropolitan areas together account for 65.5 percent of gross value added (GVA) to the provincial economy (42.5 

percent in Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality and 23.0 percent in Buffalo City Municipality). A further seven municipalities contribute 17.6 

                                                                 
3
 Eastern Cape Vision 2030 Provincial Development Plan, 2014, page 14. 
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percent of GVA (King Sabata Dalindyebo, Mnquma, Amamhlati, Lukanji, Ngqushwa, Makana and Kouga). This leaves the 30 remaining 

municipalities making a combined contribution of 16.8 percent. 

4. The economy is overly and unsustainably resource intensive. A different challenge confronts the Eastern Cape – an over-reliance of 

the provincial economy on the motor manufacturing industry and small manufacturing sector. The province has the smallest primary 

sector in the country (both absolute6 and as a percentage of provincial gross domestic product [GDP]), a relatively small agricultural 

sector, and the largest tertiary services sector of all the provinces. Despite its infrastructure backlogs, the province has smaller utilities 

and construction sectors than the country as a whole (as a percentage of GDP). The contribution of government services to the 

provincial economy is significantly higher than the national average.   

 

The PDP further identified seven industrial sectors with potential for the Eastern Cape Province and these are reflected in Table 6 below: 

 

Table 6: Sector strategies for the Eastern Cape 

Sector Suggested Strategies 

a. Agriculture and associated industry  Address land ownership and water issues to enable rapid capital accumulation and development 

 Focus on irrigation opportunities and value-addition through agro-industrial hubs, strategically 

located to establish an even and economically efficient spatial distribution of regional centres of 

economic activity 

b. Mining and energy  Optimise benefits from Karoo shale-gas, including feedstock for provincial petro-chemicals, and 

grow the Eastern Cape as an energy hub. 

c. Construction  Ensure the infrastructure pipeline is properly planned, resourced and implemented.  

 Create enabling conditions for property development and build the skills base, including deepening 

existing programmes to broaden inclusive participation in the sector 

d. Manufacturing  Exploit competitive advantages and realise potential of industrial development zones/special 

economic zones. Create multi-agency partnerships to drive industrial expansion and diversification 

e. Tourism  Use competitive advantages to  grow eco-tourism, heritage and sports tourism.   

 Improve access to infrastructure and build stronger local tourism networks 

f. Social economy  Leverage public employment programmes to systematically develop citizen and organisational 

capabilities for productive activity and sustainable enterprises across sectors.  

 Develop a strong cadre of local development support agents in the form of community 

development workers, community health workers and youth working in various programmes.  

 Establish a common provincial point of coordination for public employment programmes to improve 

efficiency, coherence and accountability. A centralised capable agency for public employment 

could be attached to the Department of Roads and Public Works, which has established a good 

track record and systems for managing the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP), or the 

Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, given its coordinative responsibility 

for integrated local level action. 
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g. Ocean economy  Take advantage of the province’s extensive coastline and exclusive economic zone of 296 000km2 

(landmass of 169 000km2) off the Eastern Cape coast 

h. Knowledge-based services  Increase quantity and quality of skills formation, form multi-agency partnerships around strategic 

R&D and deepen ICT access and usage 

 

The actualisation of the NDP objectives is through their incorporation into various Government Departments and state entities strategic 

economic development multi-year plans such as the dti - IPAP; DAFF – APAP; DED – Green Economy; DST – Bio-economy; NDT – Tourism 

Strategy; Eastern Cape Provincial Development Plan (PDP) 2030; etc., which described funding investment areas by the other spheres of 

government are incorporated in the CDA’s business plan for 2018/19. 

The CDA’s approach is to ensure that its economic development strategy is package in manner that reflects Government Department’s funded 

mandates on economic and infrastructure development relevant to the District’s economic growth trajectory. Notwithstanding the fact that the 

CDA’s 2018 Annual Business Plan is not targeting all the Government funded mandates for economic development, with time it will reflect 

increasing number of new economic development areas, expanding the types of developments undertaken, and playing a greater facilitation role 

in the district economic development landscape. The CDA’s immediate primary medium-term objectives are to build investment community 

confidence to invest on those catalytic economic development projects packaged by the Agency attractive to different investors. 

 

2.1.3 SBDM’s 2017-22 Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP)  

 

The SBDM’s 2017-22 SBDIP on Development Priority 3: Economic Development does not explicitly identify the economic & infrastructure 

development catalytic projects that the CDA is mandated to unlock for the District’s socio-economic development.  The Table 7 below show the 

portion of the SBDM SBDIP as it pertains to Economic Development. 
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Table 7. SBDM’s 2017-22 Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP) 
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In analysing the District’s economic drivers and opportunities to expand it beyond traditional agricultural and tourism economic sector, the CDA 

packaged its current projects to fit industrial sector specific development focus as reflected in the section below. 
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2.1.4 CDA Industrial Sectorial Focus 

 

The CDA, through its strategy document, identified what it considers the CDA’s economic development initiatives relevant to the district that the 

agency should pursue to unlock value for each to stimulate socio-economic development of the district. 

In Table 9 below shows the CDA’s industrial-sectoral development initiatives for the medium term as reflected in its strategy document. 

 

Table 8. CDA industrial sectorial economic development initiatives 

 

        CDA Industrial Sector Focus                                             Intervention                        Strategic Management & Performance                    

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To unlock economic value of the above identified industrial sectors, the CDA adopted common strategic objective to pursue that will result in 

measurable outputs, see Table 10 & 11 below and further elaborated into CDA 2018/19 predetermined objectives as in SECTION 4.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

*Senior management (CEO) 
(Strategic execution) 
Project management  

Performance management   
 

Education (Skill Development  

Agriculture   

Tourism 

Industrial development   

Renewable energy    

General Business   

Infrastructure   

Current bouquet of 
projects 

(Re-evaluate) 

Land development   New projects 

Chinese linkages   
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2.2 Matching of CDA Activities to SBDM Priority Program 
 

The CDA’s responses to SBDM Local Economic Development Priority Objectives, Strategies, Nature of Projects and Period for Implementation 

(2018/19) Delivery Agenda which it can be measured and held accountable, are outlined in Table 9 below: 

 

Table 9: Alignment to the Priorities 2017 -2021 

KEY SBDM PRIORITY 

PROGRAMS 

KEY SBDM  IDP 

PROGRAMMES 

MATCHING CDA 

PROGRAMMES 
CDA ACTIVITIES INTERVENTIONS 

 

Daily Operations 

 

Day to Day 

Programmes 

a. Infrastructure &  

    Economic Development 

b. Economic  

    Empowerment  

c. Good Governance,  

    Management and  

    Administration 

i. Maximise job creation  

   through identification  

   of catalytic  

   infrastructure and  

   economic  

   development projects  

   for investments. 

ii. Skills &  

    entrepreneurship  

    development  

    across the identified  

    industrial sectors.    

a. Comply and further 

    BBBEE, SMME and  

    other relevant policies 

b. Successful manage the  

    CDA identified   

    investment project  

    portfolios and risks  

    associated with each  

    project implemented by  

    CDA 

SBDM DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 3 : LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

1. Promote economic & 

infrastructure 

development as well 

as attract investment 

towards achieving job 

creation and inclusive 

economy on all CDA 

identified industrial 

sectors  

a. Increase agricultural 

income to achieve a 

year-on-year growth in 

the agriculture and 

agro-processing 

sectors. 

i. Development of 

New & Expansion 

of Primary 

Agricultural 

Industry 

Development 

ii. Agro-processing 

Industry 

Development 

iii. Light 

Manufacturing 

Industrial Park 

Development. 

iv. Green Economy / 

Renewable Energy 

A. Facilitation & 

Development of 

partnerships and 

conceptual plans  for 

investment (local & 

foreign) in  New or 

Expansion of existing 

agriculture & agro-

processing; Industrial 

Product 

Manufacturing; 

Tourism New Offering 

and other 

infrastructure & 

economic 

Identification of a new OR expansion 

of existing agri-based industries that 

will attract new investment in the 

District and mobilisation of strategic 

partnerships to unlock the potential. 

 

Identification of those national and 

provincial funded mandates aligned to 

the District’s economic development 

potential (across all sectors) and the 

CDA, working together with LMs, 

jointly pursue funding opportunities as 

per the CDA mandate.  

 

 

b. Facilitate Investment 

in natural capital to 

contribute towards 

government's target of 

creating "green" and 

“blue” jobs by 2020 
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Industry 

Development 

v. Oceans Economy 

vi. Tourism Industry 

Development 

vii. Infrastructure 

Development 

viii. Exploring New 

Economic Sector 

Development4 

development initiatives 

in the district in the 

context of SA inclusive 

growth strategy; 

 

B. Partner with leading 

renewable energy 

companies involved in 

energy generation to 

unlock direct benefits to 

local municipalities in 

the District. 

 

C. Identification and 

packaging of new 

tourism related industry 

offerings in the District 

with potential to attract 

new investment (Public 

& Private) and grow the 

sector. 

The CDA to partner with entities in the 

national system of innovation (HEIs, 

Science Councils and Innovation 

Hubs) to develop strategies on 

commercialization of research projects 

undertaken in these institutions. 

c. Broaden economic 

participation and 

inclusion by 

increasing the number 

and support to small 

enterprises 

Develop strategic partnerships, 

identification and packaging of 

industrial product manufacturing 

project(s) that provide competitive 

advantages to investors 

d. Developing skills and 

education base by 

increasing the number 

of semi-skilled and 

skilled 

Partner with leading renewable energy 

companies involved in energy 

generation to unlock direct benefits to 

local municipalities in the District 

e. Building local and 

regional networks and 

collaboration through 

the creation of 

partnerships with (a) 

government, (b) the 

private sector and (c) 

education / research 

Developing strategic partnerships with 

both the public and private sectors 

with mutual interest to the CDA’s 

mandate on socio-economic 

development of the District  
f. To grow tourism 

sector's absolute  

contribution to the 

District Economy 

  

 
 

                                                                 
4
 Arising from new innovation breakthroughs 
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2.3 Inter-Governmental Relations to deliver CDA Mandate 

The CDA’s primary focus is the mobilisation and facilitation of investments from both the public and private sector partners, local and abroad, for 

the development of infrastructure and industrial sectors of the District.  

Since all infrastructure and economic development activities take place at a local municipal level, it becomes of strategic importance that the 

CDA established strong partnerships with the District’s local municipalities. This is to ensure that all infrastructure and economic development 

programs pursued by the CDA are aligned with the local municipality’s integrated development plans.   

Furthermore, the success of the CDA is intertwined in the understanding of both the National and Provincial Governments industrial sector 

funded mandates as expressed in the different Government Departments strategy documents on economic development. For instance, the 

Industry Policy Action Plan (IPAP) 2018/19 – 2020/21, spearheaded by the Department of Trade & Industry (the dti) to fast track the 

development of those industrial sectors seen as critical in jump starting SAs economic development.   

The figure 2.1 below depicts the flow process that defines how the CDA derives its mandate and role by fostering collaboration with all the 

State’s sector entities (Departments, Municipalities, SOEs, Research Entities, etc.,) with funded programs aligned to the District’s Local 

Municipalities infrastructure and economic development potential.   

 

 
Figure 2.1. CDA OVER-ARCHING OPERATIONAL MODEL  
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2.4 CDA Project Delivery Framework 
The CDA adopted the conventional approaches on economic project conceptualisation-to-post implementation phase project management 

process. This approach entails the following five generic practices and services:  

i. Development identification and project packaging – Identification and conceptualisation of strategic economic opportunities aligned to 

the CDA’s focus area by engaging with the relevant stakeholders and parties to the initiative, and develop an economic development 

implementation plan. 

ii. Development and project facilitation and co-ordination - Working with various stakeholders and parties relevant to the identified 

economic opportunity by agreeing to the role and responsibility of each entity. This includes contract agreement with funders and 

economic development partnership agreements with private sector project initiator. 

iii. Overall economic development implementation involving capital developments – For those economic development initiative 

initiated by the CDA, it will exercise full control of project implementation. CDA will ensure that district SMMEs meaningfully participate in 

the implementation of capital and economic development projects resulting in job and entrepreneurship development.  

iv. Post implementation support and sustainability – Support economic development that would be competitive & financially viable for a 

long term thus creating long term jobs.   

v. Impact Assessment / monitoring and evaluation -Analyse, review and quantify the public and private sector investments in various 

CDA industrial sector development, and assess the socio-economic impact of these interventions.  

The diagrammatic representation of the CDA’s economic development project delivery framework is depicted herein below.  

 

Figure 2.2 CDA Economic Development Project Process  

INITIATION PHASE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION PHASE 
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Figure 2.3 CDA Economic Development Project Implementation Phases   

  

2.5 CDA SWOT Analysis 

The CDA’s economic and infrastructure development strategic focus areas are encapsulated in this CDA’s 2018/19 Annual Business Plan 

premised on its ability to identify, package investment opportunities arising from commercial exploitation of those industrial sectors with 

economic potential in the District. The economic development facilitation of relevant stakeholders to co-invest and implement developmental 

projects to enhance the District industrial competitiveness informs the CDA key deliverable. Securing multi-year project funding with the 

assistance of the Board, SBDM Council and Management as well as relevant Government officials is the CDA’s management singular 

imperative to ensure it delivers on its mandate.  

 

 To optimise its operational efficiency, the CDA need to recognise its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to ensure it prioritises 

those provides those projects with greater prospect of success during the 2018/19 financial year to build investor confidence to fund complex 

projects. 

 

Table 10 below tabulate the organisational SWOT analyses: 
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Table 10: CDA SWOT Analysis 

INTERNAL 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

 Well established brand reputation as a reliable District 

economic development agency. 

 Industrious project managers with established networks 

in organised agricultural commodity product associations 

as well as government.   

 Effective financial, project management, governance and 

SCM systems  

 An identified pipeline of potential projects has been 

developed with some having established market uptake 

opportunity for products produced in the District.   

 Ability to keep its operating costs efficiently low  

 Established networks in both the public and private 

sectors. 

 Dedicated and activist Board and Politically stable 

environment 

 Politically stable district municipality and with less political 

interference in the affairs of the Agency. 

 Young people dominate the district population 

 Cordial relations with Local Municipality. 

 100% dependent of its operational budget from primary 

shareholder.  

 Implementation capacity may be under strain in 2018/19 if 

we are not able to fill all necessary positions  

 Lack project management systems in place negatively 

affecting the entity’s performance management.  

 Lack of diverse staff 

 Lack of funding to implement capital projects for the 

District. 

 Hosting of CDA at SBDM is diluting the CDAs’ brand 

identity and this is due to the entity not having its own 

office building..  

 Lack of business development and financial modelling 

expertise. 

 Few staff member component vis-à-vis the entity’s 

mandate. 

 Vacancy for critical skill staff complement 

 Core managers lacking of understating of future industry 

landscape and position of District on it. 

 Lack of understanding of funding landscape in SA and 

globally for those projects identified for the District. 

 Fundraising capabilities. 
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EXTERNAL 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

 National policy requires a sustained investment in new 

infrastructure (a) to support economic growth; and (b) to 

eradicate service backlogs. 

 SBDM economic development priorities is premised on 

the economic growth opportunities of the District and the 

CDA is best placed to be the implementing agency to 

mobilise stakeholder and funding to implement the 

priority areas..    

 The District’s sparse population located in massive 

geographical space offers the District with undiscovered 

economic potential.  

 There are many localised industrial nodes (zones), 

townships and informal settlements that require the 

development of economic blue print to unlock private 

investment potential. 

 Opportunity to expand the current agri-industrial potential 

through smart value add on current products. 

 Opportunity to expand to position the as leader in 

delivering on green economy. 

 Opportunity to embrace new industry development 

arising from 4th industrial revolution. 

 To attract new investors who will be captivated by the 

District’s aesthetic environment reflecting the different 

biomes existing in SA. 

 Foster and enhance socio-economic development with 

country's socio-economic development attachès in 

various embassies in South Africa as well as SA 

embassies throughout the world.  

 National fiscus constraints that will result in reduced 

availability of Government funding allocation to economic 

and infrastructure programmes. 

 Potential flight of future technical skills attracted to work in 

the Agency. 

 Agency closure by its primary shareholder. 

 Turn over within the political arm of the primary 

shareholder resulting in new shareholders that do not 

appreciate the Agency’s value. 

 Change in climate negatively affecting the District’s agri-

business development. 

 Local Municipal non-cooperation with the Agency. 
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3. Implementation and Performance Overview for 2018/19 

3.1 Key CDA Performance Areas / Programmes 
To ensure that the CDA is best positioned to respond to the development priorities in Table 11, the agency will co-ordinate and manage its 

activities through substantive programmes. In addition, the CDA will ensure adherence to good governance of the organisation through an 

Operational Focus area, resourced to support the optimal performance of the identified substantive programme. 

 

Table 11: Summary of CDA Substantive Programmes 

 
CDA 
Substantive 
Programme 

  

Purpose 

 Corresponding 
CDA Area of 
Operations 

Industrial Sector Focus Area 
    

      

 

1: Enable  
    economic  
    growth and         
    investment  
    within  
    the district. 

   To identify, initiate, conceptualise and package economic 
development projects5 relevant to the district which are aligned to 
the National & Provincial Government as well as their entities 
funded mandates on Economic and Industrial Development as 
expressed in approved Government Industrial Sector 
Development plans for wealth and job creation. 

 Engaging in discussions with Government Departments, 
Local Government, and State Owned Entities; Foreign  
Government Representatives & Entities; Private Sector 
Partners (Foreign & Local); Donor Agencies; Non-Profit 
Entities that will result in partnership / collaboration agreements 
with CDA in pursuance of identified economic development 
projects for the district. 

 Initiate or partner with national, provincial and district-wide 
partners to actively pursue inclusive economic development 
projects for black people in the district with true entrepreneurship 
ethics to actively partake in the districts socio-economic. 

o  In the event that no local black entrepreneur exist to 
pursue a hot lead industrial development activity, the CDA 
to solicit such an entrepreneur outside the district but with a 
mandate to mentor local entrepreneur(s). 

 Together with economic development & investment partners to 
initiate and develop human capital development program for 
technical skills development of local youth to partake meaningful / 

   

    

All 7 Local 
Municipalities of the 
SBDM 
 

1. Development of New & 
Expansion of Primary 
Agricultural Industry 
Development   

2. Agro-processing Industry 
            Development 

3. Light Manufacturing 
Industrial Park 
Development. 

4. Green Economy / 
Renewable Energy 
Industry Development 

5. Aviation Sector 
Development 

6. Tourism Industry 
Development 

7. Infrastructure Development 
8. Exploring New Economic 

Sector Development6 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
                                                                 
5
 New & Innovative Pre-commercialisation Phase Economic Development Activities; Expansion of Existing Businesses; Foreign Direct Investments; etc. 

6
 Arising from new innovation breakthroughs 
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gainfully in employment or entrepreneurship opportunities unlocked 
by CDA and its economic development partners.  

 Develop business model that would make CDA financially 
sustainable and contribute to enhancing the SBDM and its local 
municipalities financial liquidity as well as the Agency’s growth. 

 Collaborate with the District’s product producers and 
manufacturers as well as relevant Government stakeholders to 
solicit overseas markets for those products meeting market 
requirements. 

 Promotion of trade and investment for the District and LM’s   

 

2: Facilitate and  
    enabling  
    infrastructure 
&   
    property   
    development  
    delivery  
    programme  
    to unlock  
    economic  
    value  
    for the 
district. 
 
 

  

The objective is together with the District and its LM’s identify, 
conceptualise and package of key infrastructure development projects 
that will catalyse economic development in the district aligned to CDA 
Substantive Program 1.   
The activities include working with different local partners (Government 
and Property Development Entities) to rethink spatial development of 
the district informed by its growth trajectory embracing green & future 
cities development ethos unlocking capital investments (by mobilising 
integrated investments by other departments and entities, and by 
facilitating partnership initiatives).  
The objective is to effectively and efficiently position CDA in playing a 
significant role in the delivery of social and economic infrastructure 
projects by focusing on two basic questions: how can the District and 
its Local Municipalities identify and prioritise: 

 the key infrastructure projects that provide the optimal social 
and economic benefit for local municipality and its 
communities;  

 and once these projects are identified, how can stakeholders 
work together to accelerate the implementation of these 
projects most effectively and efficiently. This work includes 
overseeing capital investments by other departments and 
entities, and facilitating partnership initiatives. This programme 
includes the continued roll-out of the Rea Vaya BRT 
infrastructure and service. 

   

CDA Programme Programme Purpose 

3: Good Governance,  
    Management and  
    Administration 

This programme manages the governance, admin and operational 
functions and improves efficiency through Finance, Governance, 

Risk and Compliance, Supply Chain Management and IT. 
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3.2 CDA predetermined objectives alignment to the SBDM-IDP Economic Development Priority 2017 -2021 
Table 12 below provide demonstrate CDA infrastructure & economic development industrial focus areas and associated projects pursued to the 

SBDM-IDP LED Priority 2017-2022.   

 

Table 12. SBDM-IDP LED Priority 2017-2022 and CDA aligned Industrial Focus and Projects 
SBDM DEVELOPMENT 
PRIORITY 3 : LOCAL 
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

KEY SBDM- IDP 
PROGRAMMES 

MATCHING CDA INDUSTRIAL 
SECTOR DEVELOPMENT FOCUS 

CDA ACTIVITIES INTERVENTIONS 
[INDUSTRIAL SECTOR FOCUS]  

2. Promote 
economic & 
infrastructure 
development as 
well as attract 
investment 
towards achieving 
job creation and 
inclusive economy 
on all CDA 
identified 
industrial sectors  

g. Increase agricultural 
income to achieve a 
year-on-year growth in 
the agriculture and 
agro-processing 
sectors. 

ix. Development of New & 
Expansion of Primary 
Agricultural Industry 
Development   

 

 Conceptualisation and 
packaging of new 
projects. 

 Stakeholder and 
funding mobilisation to 
invest in new projects. 

 Project implementation 

 Market linkages  

 Partnership 
development with local 
municipality 

 Facilitate and linking 
prospective investors 
with Local Municipality 

 Take ownership of 
municipal land 
earmarked for 
industrial 
development.  

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 
FOCUS PROJECT TITLE 

TOURISM 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL BEE TOURISM  
PRODUCT AT SBDM 

HERITAGE PROJECT @ ZUURBERG 

CHINA LINKED TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES 

AGROPROCESSING 

NATURAL GREEN FIBRE INITIATIVE 

AGRI-PARKS OR AGRI-INDUSTRAL HUBS 

CHINA LINKED OPPORTUNITIES 

INDUSTRIAL PARKS 
DEVELOPMENT SOMERSET EAST INDUSTRIAL PARK 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 

MUNICIPAL GREEN PROJECT_MAKANA 

MUNICIPAL GREEN PROJECT_LM's 

HYDRO-ENERGY @ BCRM 

CHINA INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY IN RENEWABLE  
ENERGY SECTOR 

PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT 

COMMERCIALISATION OF VACANT GOVT LAND AT SBDM 

SBDM OFFICE RELOCATION 

SMALL HARBOUR & COASTAL PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT 
 INITIATIVE 

CHINA INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN PROPERTY  
DEVELOPMENT  

AVIATION INDUSTRY 
DEVELOPMENT 

SOMERSET EAST AIRFIELD & AVIATION INDUSTRY 
DEVELOPMENT 

GRAAFF REINETTE AIRFIELD & AVIATION INDUSTRY  
DEVELOPMENT 

NDLAMBE AIRFIELD & AVIATION INDUSTRY   
DEVELOPMENT 

CHINA INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY IN AVIATION INDUSTRY 

GOVT FUNDED 
IMPERATIVES 

IPAP 

OCEANS ECONOMY 

INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT 

NATIONAL AGROPROCESSING FORUM 

AQUACULTURE 
 

h. Facilitate Investment in 
natural capital to 
contribute towards 
government's target of 
creating "green" and 
“blue” jobs by 2020 

x. Agro-processing 
Industry Development 

 

i. Broaden economic 
participation and 
inclusion by increasing 
the number and 
support to small 
enterprises 

xi. Light Manufacturing 
Industrial Park 
Development. 

 

j. Developing skills and 
education base by 
increasing the number 
of semi-skilled and 
skilled 

xii. Green Economy / 
Renewable Energy 
Industry Development 

 

k. Building local and 
regional networks and 
collaboration through 
the creation of 
partnerships with (a) 
government, (b) the 
private sector and (c) 
education / research 

xiii. Aviation Sector 
Development 

 

l. To grow tourism 
sector's absolute  
contribution to the 
District Economy 

xiv. Tourism Industry 
Development 

 

 xv. Infrastructure 
Development 

 

xvi. Exploring New Economic 
Sector Development7 

                                                                 
7
 Arising from new innovation breakthroughs 
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3.3 CDA PREDETERMINED OBJECTIVES 

3.3.1 CDA 2018/19 Predetermined Objectives  
 
To ensure implementation of the CDA infrastructure & economic development industrial focus areas and associated projects 
pursued to the SBDM-IDP LED Priority 2017-2022, the CDA developed 2018/19 Predetermined Objectives (Table 13 below) that 
the entity would pursue and mobilise both stakeholders and funders for their implementation. 
 
Table 13. CDA 2018/10 Predetermined Objectives    

 
CDA PRE-DETERMINED OBJECTIVES 2018-19 

CDA Focus 
Area 

CDA Priority 
Area 

Strategic 
Objectives 

Strategy Nr 
Key 

Performance 
Indicator 

Annual 
Target 

Acc 
Nr 

Budget            
2018/1

9 
(,000) 

30-Sep-18 31-Dec-18 31-Mar-19 30-Jun-19 

PRE-DETERMINED OBJECTIVES 2018-19 

Tourism 
Development of 
BEE Tourism 
Products  

To facilitate the 
development of 
commercial BEE 
tourism 
products in the 
SBDM region 

By facilitating 
the 
development of 
a feasible 
commercial BEE 
tourism product 
in a LM's 
situated in the 
SBDM region  

1 Facilitating the 
development of 
a commercial 
BEE Tourism 
Product in a 
LM's situated in 
the SBDM 
region (As per 
Quarterly 
Targets) 

Facilitating 
the 
developing of 
a business 
plan and 
sourcing 
potentially 
funding   

0 0 Drafting of a 
pre-feasibility 
study to 
determine 
potential 
available 
options for 
feasible 
commercial BEE 
tourism 
products   

Drafting of  a 
business plan  

Presenting the 
business plan to 
potential 
funders  

N/A  

Industrial-
ization  

Industrial Park 
Development in 
Somerset East  

To facilitate the 
establishment 
of an industrial 
park to attract 
new 
investment to 
the Blue Crane 
Town of 
Somerset East 
by 2020 and 
beyond.  

By facilitating 
the developing 
of the Industrial 
Park in the 
town of 
Somerset East  
through 
managing 
intergovernmen
tal linkages and 
local 
beneficiation  

2 Facilitating the 
development of 
the Somerset 
East Industrial 
Park and 
managing the 
local 
beneficiation 
(as per 
Quarterly 
Targets) 

Facilitating 
the 
development 
of bulk and 
internal 
services   

0 0 1 x meeting to 
facilitate the:   
a- 
intergovernmen
tal linkages and 
b- local 
beneficiation  

1 x meeting to 
facilitate the:   
a- 
intergovernmen
tal linkages and 
b- local 
beneficiation  

1 x meeting to 
facilitate the:   
a- 
intergovernmen
tal linkages and 
b- local 
beneficiation  

1 x meeting to 
facilitate the:   
a- 
intergovernmen
tal linkages and 
b- local 
beneficiation  
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Green 
Economy  

Municipal 
Green Energy 
Developments 
in local 
municipalities 

To facilitate the 
development of 
Green Energy 
projects at the 
various local 
municipalities 
in the SBDM's 
region by 
developing 
systems to 
attract IPP 
investors.  

By facilitating 
the completion 
of a Green 
Energy 
intervention 
plan between 
the Makana 
Municipality 
officials and 
NERSA licenced 
distributor 
company 
Powerx for the 
development of 
the energy 
greening 
projects in 
Grahamstown. 

3 Facilitate the 
development of 
the Green 
Energy projects 
in the Makana 
Municipality                                                                 

The 
appointment 
of IPP's 
(Independent 
Power 
Producers) to 
construct the 
Green  Energy 
Generation 
Plant in 
Makana 
Municipality    

0 0 Facilitate the 
singing of the 
user agreement 
between 
Makana and 
Powerx   

1 x meeting to 
manage the 
tender process 
between 
Makana and 
Powerx 
(Advertising, 
Evaluation 
Adjudication) to 
adjudication 
phase  

1 x facilitation 
meeting to sign 
the final 
agreements 
with IPP's to 
develop the 
Energy Plants  

1x meeting to 
facilitate the 
involvement of 
local 
beneficiation in 
the 
construction 
phase   

By establishing 
a Project 
Technical Action 
Committee, 
consisting of 
officials of a 
local SBDM 
municipality, 
Powerx and 
CDA for the 
development of 
Green energy 
projects in the 
specific local 
municipality, 
and the 
subsequent 
completion of a 
pre-feasibility 
study.    

4 Establishing a 
Project 
Technical 
Action 
Committee and 
development of 
a pre-feasibility 
study for the 
Industrial 
Greening 
projects in one 
of the local 
municipalities 
in SBDM (other 
than Makana)                                                                    

The drafting 
of a pre-
feasibility 
biomass 
availability 
study for one 
of the local 
municipalities 
in the SBDM 
region  

0 0 Initial meeting 
to introduce 
Powerx and a 
potential funder 
that will fund 
the biomass 
availability 
study, for one 
of the lo Local 
municipalities in 
SBDM  

Signing of an 
agreement 
between the 
LM, CDA and 
the potential 
funder to 
commence with 
the drafting of 
the Biomass 
availability pre-
feasibility study 

Completion of 
the Biomass 
availability 
study in the 
form of a final 
study report  

Negotiate a 
green energy 
intervention 
plan for the 
local 
municipality  

Industrial-
ization - Green 
Economy  

  To 
commercialize 
the Greening of 
Mohair and 
Wool   

By assisting 
with the 
development of 
the Green 
Mohair and 
Wool value 
adding project 
in the SBDM 
region 

5 Development  
of the final 
business plan 
and sourcing of 
funding for the 
Green Mohair 
and wool 
manufacturing 
facility in 
Somerset East   

Completion 
of the 
business plan 
and sourcing 
of funding for 
the Green 
fibre 
manufacturin
g facility in 
Somerset 
East   

0 0 Complete the 
final draft of the 
Mohair Farming 
Business Plan 
inclusive of the 
marketing plan  

Establish a 
committee and 
draft the 
implementation 
plan of a green 
fibre production 
centre   

Source funding 
for the 
construction of 
a fibre greening 
factory  

N/A  
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Infrastructure 
development  

  To facilitated 
the local 
communities 
interest in the 
Peace 
Monument 
project 
(Facilitation 
Project) 

By ensuring that 
the local 
communities of 
the Sundays 
River 
Municipality 
benefit from 
the Peace 
Monument 
development 
project 

6 Facilitate the 
local 
beneficiation in 
the  SRV 
municipality for 
the Heritage 
Monument 
project  

To facilitate 
the 
participation 
of the local 
communities 
in the 
construction 
of the 
Heritage 
Monument 
project  

0 0 1 x site meeting 
with the main 
contractors and 
the local 
contractors to 
ensure local 
beneficiation 

1 x site meeting 
with the main 
contractors and 
the local 
contractors to 
ensure local 
beneficiation 

1 x site meeting 
with the main 
contractors and 
the local 
contractors to 
ensure local 
beneficiation 

Completion of 
the project 
(Completion 
certificate)  

Infrastructure 
Development  

Facilitate the 
development of 
local airports  

By facilitate the 
development 
and 
commercialisati
on of local 
Airports in the 
SBDM Area 

To facilitate the 
upgrade of the 
local airport in 
Makhanda   

7 Appointing of a 
potential 
investor to 
develop and 
commercialise 
the Airfield in 
Makhanda  

The 
appointment 
of a potential 
investor to 
develop and 
manage the 
Airfield in 
Makhanda 

0 0 Completion of 
the business 
plan for the 
upgrading of 
the Makhanda 
Airfield  

Draft TOR, 
advertise and 
allocate bid to a 
potential 
investors to 
upgrade and 
manage the 
Airfield in 
Makhanda 

1 x site meeting 
with the main 
contractors and 
the local 
contractors to 
ensure local 
beneficiation 

1 x site meeting 
with the main 
contractors and 
the local 
contractors to 
ensure local 
beneficiation 

Infrastructure 
Development  

Facilitate the 
commercializati
on of vacant 
government 
fixed assets in 
the SBDM 
region  

By facilitate the 
development 
and 
commercialisati
on of vacant 
government 
fixed assets in 
the SBDM Area 

To facilitate the 
development 
and 
commercialisati
on of vacant 
government 
fixed assets in 
the SBDM Area   

8 Sign 
development 
agreements 
with potential 
investors to 
develop vacant 
government 
fixed assets in 
the SBDM and 
LM's region 

The signing of 
agreements 
with potential 
investors and 
developers 
for 
development 
of vacant 
fixed assets 
to the SBDM 
or the local 
municipalities  

0 800 Identify, list and 
develop TOR's 
for all vacant 
land in SBDM, 
LM's and other 
government 
departments  

Investors 
conference to 
present on the 
potential 
development of 
the fixed 
government 
assets     

Negotiate with 
potential 
investors and 
conclude 
development 
agreements  

N/A  

Agricultural 
Development 
in the SBDM 
region  

To sustain and 
grow a vibrant 
agricultural 
sector in SBDM 
by 2020 

To sustain and 
grow a vibrant 
agricultural 
sector in SBDM 
by 2020 

Establishment 
of an Agri-Park 
in the Sundays 
River 
municipality, for 
the benefaction 
of primary 
agricultural 
product of the 
entire SBDM 
region   

9 Establishment 
of an Agri-park 
in the Sundays 
river municipal 
area 

Agri-Park 
Established 

0 0 2 x DAMC 
meetings to 
implement the 
Agri Hub and to 
identify and 
approve 
projects  

2 x DAMC 
meetings to 
implement the 
Agri Hub and to 
identify and 
approve 
projects  

2 x DAMC 
meetings to 
implement the 
Agri Hub and to 
identify and 
approve 
projects  

2 x DAMC 
meetings to 
implement the 
Agri Hub and to 
identify and 
approve 
projects  

Agricultural 
Development 
in the SBDM 
region  

To sustain and 
grow a vibrant 
agricultural 
sector in SBDM 
by 2020 

To sustain and 
grow a 
productive 
agricultural 
sector in SBDM  

Facilitating the 
development of 
emerging and 
commercial 
farming projects 
to fully 
functional 
commercial 
farms  in SBDM 

1
0 

To identify 
opportunities 
and source  
investors  to 
commercialise 
emerging 
farmer in the 
local 
municipalities 
of the SBDM   

Identify 4 
emerging 
farmers in the 
SBDM, 
introduce 
them to 
strategic 
partners and 
sign 
partnership 
agreements    

0 0 Identify a single 
emerging 
farmer in the 
SBDM region 
and negotiate a 
partnership 
agreement 
between the EF 
and the 
strategic 
partner  

Identify a single 
emerging 
farmer in the 
SBDM region 
and negotiate a 
partnership 
agreement 
between the EF 
and the 
strategic 
partner  

Identify a single 
emerging 
farmer in the 
SBDM region 
and negotiate a 
partnership 
agreement 
between the EF 
and the 
strategic 
partner  

Identify a single 
emerging 
farmer in the 
SBDM region 
and negotiate a 
partnership 
agreement 
between the EF 
and the 
strategic 
partner  
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Renewable 
Energy(Wind, 
Hydro, Solar, 
Biogas, Gas, 
Bio-fuels ) 

Beneficiation of 
local 
communities  

To maximise 
the 
beneficiation to 
the LM 
communities 
from the IPP's 
social spending  

By engaging 
Wind Energy 
developers to 
facilitate the 
community 
beneficiation 
and 
involvement in 
the commercial 
wind generation 
projects on all 
the different 
sites in the 
SBDM region     

1
1 

Assisting the 
developers with 
government 
linked 
interventions in 
the commercial 
renewable 
energy 
generation 
projects (wind, 
hydro and 
solar) on all the 
different sites in 
the SBDM 
region      

8 x 
Renewable 
Energy 
Engagement 
meetings 
with 
government 
departments/ 
commercial 
developers 
and/or local 
communities 

0 0 2 x Renewable 
Energy 
Engagement 
meetings with 
government 
departments/ 
commercial 
developers 
and/or local 
communities 

2 x Renewable 
Energy 
Engagement 
meetings with 
government 
departments/ 
commercial 
developers 
and/or local 
communities 

2 x Renewable 
Energy 
Engagement 
meetings with 
government 
departments/ 
commercial 
developers 
and/or local 
communities 

2 x Renewable 
Energy 
Engagement 
meetings with 
government 
departments/ 
commercial 
developers 
and/or local 
communities 

Renewable 
Energy(Wind, 
Hydro, Solar, 
Biogas, Gas, 
Bio-fuels ) 

Affordable 
sustainable 
Green Energy 

To develop 
Hydro facilities 
through IPP's  

  1
2 

Development of 
hydro energy 
projects in the 
SBDM  

Sign 
agreement 
between CDA 
and DWS   

    1 x engagement 
meeting 
between CDA 
and Provincial 
DWS  

1 x engagement 
meeting 
between CDA 
and National 
DWS  

Sign a water 
users license 
agreement 
between CDA 
and DWS 

N/A  

Infrastructure 
Project  

Development 
of agricultural 
or green energy 
projects from 
recycled water 
in LM's in the 
SBDM region 

To assist LM's 
with effective 
recycling of 
water and 
development of 
downstream 
business 
opportunities in 
the agricultural 
and green 
energy sectors   

To implement 
projects for 
effective water 
recycling 
utilization in the 
SBDM towns. 

1
3 

Develop 
recycling 
opportunities in 
LM's in the 
SBDM region as 
a pilot for the 
other 
municipalities   

Development 
of a recycling 
and down 
steam value 
adding 
feasibility 
study as a 
pilot project 
in a LM in the 
SBDM   

0 0 Initial meeting 
and signing of a 
development 
agreement with 
a LM in the 
SBDM region 
for waste water 
recycling and 
development of 
downstream 
business 
opportunities    

Appointment of 
a SP through a 
procurement 
process to draft 
the feasibility 
study on the 
project  

Completion of 
the Feasibility 
business plan  

Sourcing of 
funders for the 
project  

Trade and 
Investment 

Jincheng and 
SBDM 
partnership 
(broad based) 
in creating 
trading and 
investment 
cooperation 

Identify the 
potential trade 
and investment 
opportunities 
from an 
international 
perspective on 
all business 
sectors 

Focus on the 
market demand 
and supplier's 
advantage 
between SBDM 
and China 

1
4 

The number of 
identified 
opportunities 
(min 1 
expected) 

SBDM 
opportunity 
investigation 
report (Agri 
and Agro-
processing, 
tourism, 
business, 
value add or 
any sector) 

NA 0 Visit two LM's in 
the SBDM 
region  

Complete the 
final report of 
findings 

Submit the final 
report with the 
recommendatio
n of way 
forward 

N/A 

Develop the 
business model 
for  shortlisted 
opportunity 
and packaging 
into business 
plan 

Leverage 
existing 
capacity by 
consolidate and 
packaging the 
value chain and 
introduce 
private and 
public 
partnership to 
optimise the 

1
5 

The number of 
business 
proposals to be 
developed (2 
business plans 
expected) 

Completion 
two business 
plan 

NA 0 Have two 
meetings with 
stakeholders of 
the business 
plan to review 
first draft 

complete first 
business plan 

Submit the 
second business 
plan initiate 
draft for 
internal 
discussion 

Completion of 
second business 
plan 
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implementation 
efficiency 

Develop the 
partnership  

Explore existing 
underused 
capacity to 
leverage the 
local economic 
development 
commitment 
from the 
partners to 
establish the 
win-win 
solution 

1
6 

The number of 
action 
proposals to 
develop the 
partnership (2 
proposed 
project/events 
expected) 

1. completion 
of the 
partnership 
proposal 
2.Assist to 
implement 
the two 
proposed 
project/event 
3.Facilitate to 
conclude with 
two potential 
agreement 
for 
CDA/SBDM/L
ocal company 

NA 0 1. Assist to 
implement first 
proposed 
project/event 
2. Assist 
CDA/SBDM/loca
l company to 
engage with the 
one potential 
Chinese counter 
parties to 
conclude 
initiate 
cooperation 
agreement/MO
U 

1. Assist 
CDA/SBDM to 
implement the 
second 
proposed 
project/event. 

Consolidate all 
proposals into 
the partnership 
report 

Facilitate to 
conclude 2nd 
partnership 
agreement for 
CDB/SBDM/loca
l company 

Note: Facilitation means managing by way of meetings with stakeholders, investors, developers, municipalities and businesses, obtain agreements through council:  
 Rating standard 1. mean failed target, 2.mean performance below 60% of the target, 3. means performance between 60% to 80%, 4 means performance between 80% to 100%, 5, means complete 100% and 
25% extra 
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3.3.1.1  Revised Mid-Term CDA 2018/19 Predetermined Objectives  

CDA MID-TERM REVIEWED PREDETERMINED OBJECTIVES_2018/19 FINANCIAL YEAR 

KEY 
PERFORMAN

CE AREA 
(KPA) 

INDUSTRI
AL 

SECTORAL 
FOCUS 

KPI 
NUMB

ER 

KEY 
PERFORMA

NCE 
INDICATOR 

BASELINE 
AS AT 

2017/18 
FINANCIA

L YEAR 

2018/19 
ANNUAL 
TARGET 

2018/19 QUARTERLY TARGETS     

1ST 
QUARTE

R 
TARGET 
(1 JULY - 

30 
SEPTEM

BER 
2018) 

2ND 
QUARTER 
TARGET 

(1 
OCTOBER 
2018 - 31 
DECEMBE

R 2018) 

3RD 
QUARTER 
TARGET 

1 JANUARY 
2019 - 

31 MARCH 
2019) 

4TH 
QUARTER 
TARGET 
(1 APRIL 
2019 - 

30 JUNE 
2019) 

Total 
Budget 
allocate
d [kR] 

RECOMMEN
DED 

PORTFOLIO 
OF 

EVIDENCE 

ECONOMIC 
& 
INFRASTRUC
TURE 
DEVELOPEM
NT  

AGRICULT
URE & 
AGRO-
PROCESSI
NG 

  

Facilitation 
& 

Developme
nt of 

partnership
s and 

conceptual 
plans  for 

investment 
(local & 

foreign) in  
New or 

Expansion 
of existing 
agriculture 

& agro-
processing 
industries 
in context 

of SA 
inclusive 
growth 
strategy 

SBDM 
Agri-Park 
Develop

ment 
initiative 

of the 
DRDLR 

and 
supporte
d by CDA 

Identificati
on of a 
new OR 
expansion 
of existing 
agri-based 
industries 
that will 
attract 
new 
investmen
t in the 
District  
and 
mobilisati
on of 
strategic 
partnershi
ps to 
unlock the 
potential.   

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

Concept 
note on new 
OR 
expansion 
of 
agriculture/
agro-
processing 
industrial 
developmen
t targeting 
new 
investment.                 
Identificatio
n of 
strategic 
partners 
and concept 
note 
approval. 

Enterprise 
commercial 
due 
diligence, 
business 
plan 
developme
nt and 
funding r 
investment 
partnership 
mobilisatio
n for 
implement
ation  

No CDA 
provisio

nal 
budget 
allocati

on 

Concept 
note & 
project 
charter 

developmen
t & approval 

by CDA. 
Meeting 
minutes; 
Strategic 
partner 

identificatio
n & 

agreement 
signing for 

the 
identified 

agribusiness 
potential , 
Concept 

note, 
product 
market 
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ECONOMIC 
& 
INFRASTRUC
TURE 
DEVELOPEM
NT  

RENEWAB
LE 
ENERGY  

  

To 
establish 

and 
developme

nt of 
collaborati

on 
between 

the parties 
to advance 
Distributed 
Generation 
within the 
SBDM and 

the 
Electricity 
Networks 
operated 

by the 
representat

ive Local 
Municipaliti

es to 
promote a 

holistic 
Energy 

Efficiency, 
Demand 

Side 
Manageme

nt, 
Renewable 

Energy 
Generation 

and 
Advanced 
Revenue 
Stability 
within   

Partner 
with 

leading 
renewable 

energy 
companies 
involved in 

energy 
generation 
to unlock 

direct 
benefits to 

local 
municipali
ties in the 
District.   

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

Finalisation 
of 
cooperation 
agreement 
with 
strategic 
partnerships 
in unlocking 
renewable 
energy 
opportunitie
s for one 
SBDM local 
municipality 

CDA 
continued 

participatio
n in the 
project 
steering 

committee 
meetings 

No CDA 
provisio

nal 
budget 
allocati

on 

intelligence 
report;  
Signed 

partnership 
agreement; 
Investment 
mobilisation 
strategy for 

newly 
identified or 
expansion 

of agri-
businesses 
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these 
participatin

g 
Municipaliti

es 

ECONOMIC 
& 
INFRASTRUC
TURE 
DEVELOPEM
NT  

TOURISM 

  

Facilitation 
& 

Developme
nt of 

partnership
s and 

conceptual 
plans on 

expanding 
SBDM 

tourism 
attraction 
offering 
thereby 
creating 

opportunit
y for new 

tourist 
entreprene
urs in the 
district.   

Identificati
on and 
packaging 
of new 
tourism 
related 
industry 
offerings 
in the 
District 
with 
potential 
to attract 
new 
investmen
t (Public & 
Private) 
and grow 
the sector.  

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

Concept 
notes on 
new OR 
expanding 
tourism 
attractions 
with 
potential for 
attracting 
new 
investment 
and leading 
to new 
enterprises 

Partnership 
identificatio
n and co-
operation 
agreement 
on 
identified 
new OR 
identified 
tourist 
attraction 
that will 
attract new 
investment
s. 

4000 
(potenti

al 
externa

l 
income) 

Concept 
note & 
project 
charter 

developmen
t & approval 

by CDA. 
Meeting 
minutes; 
Strategic 
partner 

identificatio
n & 

agreement 
signing for 

the 
identified 

agribusiness 
potential , 
Concept 

note, 
product 
market 

intelligence 
report;  
Signed 

partnership 
agreement 

ECONOMIC 
& 
INFRASTRUC
TURE 
DEVELOPEM
NT  

INDUSTRI
AL  

  

Facilitation 
& 

Developme
nt of 

partnership
s to explore 

and 
develop 

conceptual 
plans for 

investment 
in New or 
Expansion   

Develop 
strategic 
partnershi
ps, 
identificati
on and 
packaging 
of 
industrial 
product 
manufactu
ring 
project(s) 

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

As per 
previous 
2018/19 

PDO 

    

No 
budget 
provisio

n 
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of 
Industrial 
Product 

Manufactur
ing base in 
the district. 

that 
provide 
competitiv
e 
advantage
s to 
investors 

ECONOMIC 
& 
INFRASTRUC
TURE 
DEVELOPEM
NT  

SARAH 
BAARTMA
N OFFICE 
RELOCATI
ON  

  

Facilitate, 
Investment 
Partnership 
Developme

nt  and 
Project 

Manageme
nt Function 
to Oversee 

the 
Constructio
n of SBDM 
Offices at 

Addo 

New Key 
Performa
nce 
Indicator 

Model 
Designs 
selected 
Preferred 
property 
developm
ent 
partner 
identified 

SBDM 
Council 
Resoluti

ons 

Stakehold
er 
engageme
nts; 
identificat
ion & 
finalisatio
n of 
preferred 
site;  SLA 
draft 

1. SLA 
signing with 
SBDM                    
2. 
Geotechnica
l Report 3. 
Finalisation 
& 
Agreement 
on SBDM 
Office 
Specificatio
ns             4.  
Property 
Investment 
Concept 
Note that 
will ensure 
construction 
of SBDM 
Offices 

1. CDA 
Board 
Approval of 
Property 
Investment 
Concept 
Note and 
constructio
n roadmap                            
2. SBDM 
Council 
approval on 
Office 
Constructio
n Roadmap 
by CDA      
3. Advert to 
identify  
Co-
Developers 
for the 
property.  

30 000 

Signed SLA; 
Meetings 
minutes; 

model 
designs; 

geotechnical 
report; 

Constructio
n road map; 
Approval by 
Board and 
Council on 

property co-
developmen

t 
partnership 
to deliver on 

total 
project.  
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3.3.2 CDA 2019/20 Predetermined Objectives  

 

2019/20 CDA PREDETERMINED OBJECTIVES ALIGNED TO 2019/20 BUDGET 

Socio Economic Development Goals: To promote the economic development by unlocking commercial potential of 
catalytic industrial projects; attract investments to the District; new enterprises; reduce unemployment within the 
context of inclusive growth and address national imperatives (inequality, poverty and under-development). 

IDP 
PRIORITY 

AREA 

INDUSTRIAL 
SECTOR 
FOCUS 
AREA 

Key 
Performanc
e Indicator 
Applicable 

to all 
Industrial 

Sector 
Focus Area 

Baseli
ne 

Target 
2019/20 

Key 
Interventions 

2019/20                   
Budget                              

Per                    
Programm

e 

2019/20 Quarterly target 

Evidence 
Means of      
Verificati

on  

CDA 
Outcome 
Statemen

t(s) 
Cap
ex 

Op
ex 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

ECONOMIC 
& 

INFRASTRUC
TURE 

DEVELOPME
NT 

AGRICULTU
RE & AGRO-
PROCESSIN

G 

1. Number 
of 
prefeasibilit
y plans or 
studies 
produced, 
reviewed or 
updated  

  

2 X 
Number 
of 
pre-
feasibility 
plans or 
studies 
produced, 
reviewed 
or 
updated 

1. Feasibility 
on 
establishment 
of High Niche 
Vegetable 
Supplier 
Development 
at District for 
Coega 
Canning 
Manufacturin
g Plant.               
2. Feasibility 
study for 
Agave OR 
Mohair 
Industry 

  
1 

350 
000 

0 pre- 
feasibilit
y 
plans or 
studies 
produce
d, 
reviewed 
or 
updated 

1 x pre- 
feasibilit
y 
plans or 
studies 
produce
d, 
reviewe
d or 
updated 

1 x  pre- 
feasibilit
y 
plans or 
studies 
produce
d, 
reviewe
d or 
updated 

1 x pre- 
feasibilit
y 
plans or 
studies 
produce
d, 
reviewe
d or 
updated 

Pre-
feasibility 
plans or 
studies 
produced, 
reviewed 
or updated  

CDA 
Managem
ent & 
Board 
approval 
plus 
minutes. 
 
Proof of 
client 
sign-off / 
acceptanc
e 

1. To 
efficiently

, 
effectivel

y and 
economic

ally 
deliver 

sustainab
le 

economic 
and 

infrastruc
ture 

projects 
in the 

District. 
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2. Number 
of  sector 
based 
partnership
s formalised 
or 
partnership 
programme
s 
implemente
d 

  

2 X 
Number 
of area-
based or 
sector 
based 
partnershi
ps 
formalised 
or 
partnershi
p 
programm
es 
implemen
ted 
(non- 
cumulativ
e) 

Development 
in Support of 
SALGA.                                     
3. Karoo Catch 
Cat Fish 
Outgrower 
Business 
Feasbility 
Study.                                        
4. 
Prefeasibility 
on 
establishment 
of technical 
training and 
production 
centres within 
the District.         

0 x  area-
based 
or sector 
based 
partners
hips 
formalise
d 

1 x  
area-
based 
or sector 
based 
partners
hips 
formalis
ed 

1 x  
area-
based 
or sector 
based 
partners
hips 
formalis
ed 

0 x area-
based 
or sector 
based 
partners
hips 
formalis
ed 

Area or 
sector 
based 

partnership
s, in 

the form of 
MoU’s, 

contracts, 
letters of 
intent or 
related 

commitme
nt 
or 

Partnership 
Programm

e 
Implement

ation 
Progress 
Report 

CDA 
Managem
ent 
approval. 
 
CDA 
Managem
ent team 
minutes. 

2. To 
enable 

the long-
term 

growth 
and 

developm
ent of the 
District's  
strategic 

economic 
nodes in 
the Local 
Municipal

ity 
through 
multi-
year 

delivery 
program

mes, 
proactive 
developm

ent 
facilitatio

n and 
productiv

e 
developm

ent 
partnersh

ips. 

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY  

3. Number 
of projects 
at concept 
design 
phase 

  

2 X 
Number 
of  
projects at  
concept 
design 
phase 

Makana-
PowerX-CDA 
Agreement.                      
Wind Relic-
CDA 
Agreement 
Implementati
on 

  0 

0    
 projects 
at   
 concept   
 design 
phase 

1   
 projects 
at   
 concept   
 design 
phase 

1    
 projects 
at   
 concept   
 design 
phase 

0    
 projects 
at   
 concept   
 design 
phase 

Project 
Concept 
Design 

report as 
per  
CDA 

Standards 

CDA 
Manaeme
nt 
approval 
plus 
minutes 
and / or 
Proof of 
client 
sign-off. 

3. To 
efficiently

, 
effectivel

y and 
economic

ally 
deliver 

sustainab
le social 

and 
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TOURISM 

4. Number 
of. projects 
at 
detailed 
design 
phase 
& Business 
Plans 

  

2 X 
Number 
of 
projects at 
detailed 
design 
phase 

Dakawa 
upgrading 

project.                                                  
Zuurberg 

Peace 
Monument 
Completion 

2 380 500 
(Dakawa)      

R0.00 
(Peace 

Monument
) 

0 x 
projects 
at  
detailed  
design 
phase 
OR                 
business 
plan 
complet
ed 

1 x 
projects 
at  
detailed  
design 
phase 
OR                 
business 
plan 
complet
ed 

1 x 
projects 
at  
detailed  
design 
phase 
OR                 
business 
plan 
complet
ed 

0 x  
projects 
at  
detailed  
design 
phase 
OR                 
business 
plan 
complet
ed 

Project 
Design 

report as 
per CDA. 
Business 

Plans 

Sign-off 
on Design 
Report by 
Client 
or PM or 
Principal 
Agent.                              
Approval 
of 
Business 
Plan 

economic 
and 

infrastruc
ture 

projects 
within 

the 
District. 

DISTRICT 
INDUSTRIAL 

NODES 
DEVELOPME

NT@ LMs 

5. Number 
of contracts 
and 
business 
plan 
awarded 

  

2 X 
Number 
of 
contracts 
awarded 

Regional 
Innovation 
Support 
Program @ 
SBDM.                                
Light 
Manufacturin
g Ind 
Development 
Support 

  
900 
000 

0 x 
contracts 
awarded 

1 x 
contract
s 
awarded 

1 x 
contract
s 
awarded 

0 x 
contract
s 
awarded 

CDA BAC 
Approval 
(Letter) 
Business 

Plan 
Approval 

Letter of 
Intent and 
/ or 
Acceptanc
e Letter / 
or Signed 
SLA / or 
Proof of 
client 
signed 
off. 

SARAH 
BAARTMAN 

OFFICE 
RELOCATIO
N & LAND 

DEVELOPME
NT 

6. Number 
of projects 
at  
practical 
implementa
tion and 
completion 
phase 

  

1 X 
Number 
of 
projects at 
practical 
completio
n 

CDA  
implementing 
SBDM office 
relocation to 
SRVM and 
identification 
of commercial 
potential of 
land pockets 
owned by 
SBDM. 

1 600 000 

0 
projects 
at 
practical 
completi
on 

1 x 
projects 
at 
practical 
completi
on 

0 
projects 
at 
practical 
completi
on 

0 
projects 
at 
practical 
completi
on 

Practical 
Completion 
certificates  

Review of 
Practical 
Completio
n 
certificate
s (3rd 
Party) 
 
Physical 
inspection 

ENHANNCE 
FINANCIAL 
SUSTAINABI
LITY 

CDA 
FINANCIAL 

SUSTAINABI
LITY  

Number of 
projects in 
which the 
CDA earns 
project 
managemen
t / agency 
implementa
tion 
percentage 
fee on all its 
approved 
projects.  

  

1 X 
Business 
Plan 
Develope
d  

Development 
of  business 
plans for 
economic and 
industrial 
development 
for funding by 
external 
funders. 

0 0 

1 x 
external 
projects 
secured  

0 x 
external 
projects 
secured  

1 x 
external 
projects 
secured  

0 x 
external 
projects 
secured  

Economic 
and 
infrastruct
ure 
projects 
secured by 
CDA for 
funding 
from 
clients 

To 
strengthe

n and 
improve 
the JDA’s 
corporate 
governanc

e and 
operation

s to 
ensure 
that it 

remains 
an 

effective, 
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efficient, 
sustainabl

e and 
well-

governed 
organisati

on. 

INTERNATIO
NAL 
RELATIONS  

SBDM-
CHINA 
POLITICAL, 
CULTURAL 
AND 
ECONOMIC 
RELATIONS 

Actioning 1 
project 
from Letter 
of 
Procuremen
t Intent 
from SIIC in 
Shanghai, 
China 

  

Implemen
ting 1 
agri-
rpoduct 
supply 
project 
from 
Letter of 
Procurem
ent Intent 
for SIIC 

Strengthening 
of political, 
cultural and 

trade relations 
with Jincheng 
City and other 
Cities in China. 
Participation 
in 2019 CIIE. 

  

600 

1 x 
Scoping 
for 
potential 
local 
partners 
across 
value 
chain for 
frozen 
beef 
export 

1 x 
Feasibilit
y study 
on 
Frozen 
Meat 
Market 
opportu
nity in 
China 

1 x Business plan 
development in 
establishing frozen 
meat supplier 
development 
industry for the 
Chinese market. 

Political, 
Cultural 

and 
Economic 

Trade 
Developme

nt with 
China 

Strengthe
ning 
political, 
cultural 
and trade 
relations 
between 
SBDM and 
China 
strategic 
Municipal
ity and 
Trade 
Organisati
ons. 

Market 
opportuni
ty for 
SBDM 
products 
into 
China 

  
 

             

 

KPI 
Applicable to all Industrial 
Focus Areas 

           

 

Target 
Total target applicable to all Industrial 
Focus Areas 

          

 

Q-Targets Quarterly targets 

            

 

Evidence 
Reports, MoA, Project Concept, BAC, Completion Certificate, Business 
Plan, Secured funding  
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3.4 CDA 2018/19-2021 Entity Scorecard 
 
The 2018/19-2021 Scorecard responds to five IDP priority programmes (contained within the IDP), with 9 KPI’s as reflected in the table below. 
 
Table 14: Scorecard Summary and KPI Definitions 

PRIORITY & IDP 
PROGRAMMES 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR EVIDENCE MEANS OF 
VERIFICATION 

CDA OUTCOME 
STATEMENTS 

IDP PRIORITY : DISTRICT ECONOMIC SECTOR DEVELOPMENT  

• Agriculture [Districts 
conventional 
agribusiness]: Expansion of 
agricultural production to 
supply raw materials to the 
identified potential/new agro-
processing facilities [citrus, 
deciduous fruit, vegetable, 
livestock, dairy, meat, honey 
bush, forestry, etc]. 

• Renewable Energy: 
Establish relations and 
partnership with entities 
pursuing renewable projects 
in the District and partner on 
socio-economic 
commitments.   

 Increased infrastructure 
      investment (from both public 
and 
        private sectors) 
• Agriculture [exotic & high 

value crops]: Natural fibre, 
essential oils and exotic   

       fruits (pomegranate, fig and    
       prickly pear) beneficiation for  
       high value added products. 
• Tourism Industry: Expand 

tourist attraction offerings in 
the district and increase 
participation of black 
entrepreneurs in the sector. 

• Manufacturing: Increase the 

 
1. Number of concept notes, pre-

feasibility plans or studies 
produced, reviewed or updated. 

 
2. Number of industrial sector 

specific partnership 
agreements formalised or 
partnership programmes 
implemented. 

 
3. Number of projects at concept 

design phase 
 

4. Number of. projects at detailed 
design phase 

 
5. Number of contracts awarded 

 
6. Number of projects at practical 

completion. 
 

7. Number of Area-Based Precinct 
Management business plans / 
frameworks developed or      

        Precinct Management business  
        plans / frameworks programme  
        implemented. 
 

8. Number of high-tech 
businesses facilitated for the 
District. 

 

 Concept notes, pre-
feasibility plans or 
studies produced, 
reviewed or 
updated. 

 
 Area or sector 

based partnerships, 
in the form of 
MoU’s, contracts, 
letters of intent or 
related commitment. 

 
 Partnership 

Programme 
        Implementation 
Progress Report 
 
 Project Concept 

Design report as per 
CDA/SBDM 
Standards 

 
 Project Design 

report as per 
CDA/SBDM 
Standards 

 
 CDA BAC Approval 

(Letter) 
 
 Practical 

Completion 

 CDA MANCO 
approval.  

 
 MANCO minutes. 

 
 Proof of client sign-

off /acceptance 
 

 Sign-off on Design 
Report by Client or 
PM or Principal 
Agent 

        Letter of Intent and 
/ or 
        Acceptance Letter 
 

 Review of Practical 
Completion 

        Certificates (3rd 
Party) 
 

 Physical inspection 
 

 Press or Media 
Releases or Social 
Media Articles 
Published 

(Quarterly). 
 

 CDA Reports 
(Monthly; Quarterly 
and Annual). 

 

 Increase in new 
investments in the 
District resulting in 
job creation. 

 
 To efficiently, 

effectively and 
economically deliver 
sustainable 
economic 
development 
projects as per 
identified industrial 
sectorial 
development focus 
areas. 

 
 To enable the long-

term growth and 
development of 
strategic   economic 
nodes in the District 
(at Local 
Municipality Level) 
through multi-year 
delivery  

       programmes,  
       proactive 
       development  
       facilitation and  
       productive  
       development  
       partnerships. 
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percentage of the District’s 
manufacturing sector’s 
contribution to the GDP   

• Infrastructure & Property 
Development: Improve and 
renovate the District’s 
infrastructure and 
Government owned 
properties. 

• Pursue new industry 
developments: Establish 
partnership with Government 
& Private Sector and 
Individuals pursuing 
opportunities in 4th industrial 
revolution & Green Economy 
in the District.   

 
 

9. Number of CDA 
Communication and Media 
related Initiatives. 

 

certificates (3rd 
Party) 

 
 Area Based 

Management 
business plans / 
frameworks as per 
CDA/SBDM 
Standards 

 
 Precinct 

Management 
business plans / 
frameworks 
Programme 

        Implementation 
Progress Report 
 
 Initiatives include 

Press or Media 
Releases as 
reflected on the 
CDA Website and / 
or Social Media 
Platforms with 
project names and 
date presented 

 Catalytic Project 
Approval by the 
Board and SBDM. 

 
 Number of new 

business developed 
and those that 
expanded their 
businesses and 
associated new 
jobs created.  

 
 
 

 
 To efficiently, 

effectively and 
economically deliver 
sustainable social 
and economic 
infrastructure 
projects. 

 
 To enable the long-

term strategic 
collaboration with 
public and private 
sectors  

 
 Enhancing 

entrepreneurship 
partnerships and 
technical skills of 
previously 
disadvantaged 
persons 
participating in CDA 
programs. 

 
 Improving CDA 

investment 
destination status. 
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4. CDA 2018/19-2021 APPROVED BUDGET AS PER SBDM ALLOCATION8 
 

   

 Adjusted Budget 2016/2017   Forecasted Actual 2016/2017   2018/2019   2019/2020   2020/2021  

 

         
INCOME 

 

                  8 860 100  5 710 125  9 125 500  8 752 000  8 977 000   

         

 
Cacadu Municipality Grant 

 
                 5 400 000  5 400 000 5 500 000 5 900 000 6 300 000 

 

 
Contribution from Surplus 

 
                 2 674 600  - 3 275 500 1 145 000 - 

 

 
Rental revenue 

 
                    320 500  80 125 - - - 

 

 
Interest 

 
                    465 000  230 000 350 000 350 000 350 000 

 

 
Other revenue 

 
                                -                                    -    - 1 357 000 2 327 000 

 
OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE 

 

 8 810 100  5 507 400  9 065 500   8 752 000  8 977 000  

 

 
 Employee related costs  

 

4 789 600 3 530 600 5 706 000 6 491 000 6 945 000 
 

   
      

 
 Chief Executive Officer  

 

1 148 000 1 148 000 1 228 000 1 314 000 1 406 000 
 

 
 Finance Manager  

 

924 000 184 800 989 000 1 058 000 1 132 000 
 

 
 Programme Manager 1  

 

817 000 817 000 874 000 935 000 1 000 000 
 

 
 Programme Manager 2  

 

817 000 817 000 874 000 935 000 1 000 000 
 

 
 Programme Manager 3  

 

300 000  300 000 874 000 935 000 1 000 000 
 

 
 Admin Officer  

 

449 000 89 800 480 000 514 000 550 000 
 

 
 Performance Bonus  

 

284 600 124 000 320 000 342 000 366 000 
 

 
 Skills Development Levy  

 

41 000 41 000 56 000 398 000 426 000 
 

 
 UIF Agency contribution  

 

9 000 9 000 11 000 60 000 65 000 

 

   
     

 

 

 Remuneration of Directors  

 

108 000 85 800 108 000 114 000 121 000 

 
   

     
 

 
  Directors/Board Fees - Meetings  

 

75 000 75 000 75 000 79 000 84 000 

 

 
  Directors/Board fees - Committees  

 

33 000 10 800 33 000 35 000 37 000 

 

   
     

 

 

 Depreciation and asset impairment  

 

25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000 

 

 
 Depreciation  

 

25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000 

 

   
     

 

 
 Other Expenditure  

 

3 887 500 1 866 000 3 226 500 2 122 000 1 886 000 

 
                                                                 
8
 SLA BETWEEN SBDM AND CDA 
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 Advertising and marketing  

 

50 000 20 000 40 000 42 000 44 000 

 

 
 Audit Committee fees  

 

87 000 63 500 90 000 95 000 101 000 

 

 
 Bank charges  

 

5 000 5 000 6 000 6 000 6 000 

 

 
 Catering  

 

15 000 11 500 15 000 16 000 17 000 

 

 
 Congress and visits  

 

250 000 220 000 250 000 265 000 280 000 

 

 
 Congress and visits - Board members  

 

75 000 60 000 75 000 79 000 84 000 

 

 
 External Audit fees  

 

350 000 350 000 350 000 388 000 393 000 

 

 
 Insurance  

 

12 000 - 12 000 13 000 14 000 

 

 
 Internal Audit fees  

 

120 000 120 000 150 000 159 000 168 000 

 

 
 Legal Expenses  

 

40 000 - 40 000 42 000 44 000 

 

 
 Postage & Courier  

 

2 500 - 2 500 3 000 3 000 

 

 
 Printing & Stationery  

 

25 000 25 000 30 000 32 000 34 000 

 

 
 Repairs and Maintenance  

 

25 000 25 000 30 000 32 000 34 000 

 

 
 Staff Training and Development  

 

100 000 40 000 100 000 106 000 112 000 

 

 
 Telephone and Internet  

 

60 000 56 000 65 000 69 000 73 000 

 

 
 Utilities  

 

35 000 - 35 000 37 000 39 000 

 

 
 Website hosting  

 

6 000 - 6 000 6 000 6 000 

 

 
 Workshop expenses  

 

30 000 20 000 30 000 32 000 34 000 

 

 

 Planning & Feasibility Studies  
 
   

- - 

 

 
 -   Hydro Development   

 

600 000 - 600 000 100 000 100 000 

 

 
 -   Waste Water Recycling  

 

500 000 - 500 000 100 000 100 000 

 

 
 -   Addo Gateway (SBDM Land)   

 

- - 800 000 500 000 200 000 

 

 
 -   1st People: Tsitsikamma   

 

400 000 - - - - 

 

 
-   Airport Somerset East  

 

100 000 - - - - 

 

 
-   Grahamstown Ind. Park/ res 

 

300 000 300 000 - - - 

 

 
-   Fibre Greening Project 

 

600 000 450 000 - - - 

 

 
-   Jincheng Partnership 

 

100 000 100 000 - - - 

 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

 
                       50 000                         20 000                         60 000                                  -                                    -    

 

 
 Computer Equipment  

 
                       50 000                         20 000                         60 000                                  -                                    -    

 

         

   

                                -                        182 725                                  -                                    -                                    -    
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About 99% of the CDA’s projects, with the exception of some funding provision made for feasibility studies in the CDA budget, are wholly 

dependent for their implementation on securing both partnership and funding commitments from external funders for their implementation. This 

give rise to an additional complexity on reporting to the CDA’s project implementation milestones and associated KPI’s measurability.  

THE FOLLOWING DEMONSTRATES SCENARIOS ON GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT’S APPROACHES WHEN FUNDING CDA’s MULTI-

MILLION ECONOMIC & INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS:     

 Some Government Departments prefer to have 100% control of their budgets on approved CDA initiated projects rather than transfer 

project funds to CDA to oversee project implementation. This means that the Departments will appoint contractors and oversee project 

implementation with the CDA participation relegated to being involved in Project Steering Committee Meetings. 

 CDA initiated projects might be approved funding for implementation but owing to internal funder dynamics, funds might be made available 

at a later stage than the initial agreement.  

5. Communication and Stakeholder management 
Since the CDA budget mostly covers the entities operational cost and exclude project implementation budget, the CDA’s 2018/19 business 

plans focuses on the industrial project focus areas with a high potential of being funded by other stakeholders.   

 

The non-funding (100%) of infrastructure & economic development projects demonstrate the over-reliance of CDA to external funding 

sources to successfully deliver on its mandate. The building of strategic relations with a variety of local and overseas stakeholders, both and 

public and private sectors, is a key priority for the entity. This is to ensure that the CDA continues to draw value from established partnerships 

to advance its mandate. 

5.1 Stakeholder Engagement 
The CDA aims at enhancing engagement with all its stakeholders at every stage of it executing its mandate. This includes doing stakeholder 

participation in the planning stage, consultations with all role players and affected parties during design stage, and value-adding activities 

involving stakeholders on all its infrastructure and economic development projects implementation in different localities across the Sarah 

Baartman District.  

 

In 2018/19 further methods of engaging with all the CDA stakeholders’ to ensure the Agency build a broad & strong relationship stakeholder 

networks specific to each project being implemented. Different platforms of communication will be used to enhance relationship with all 

stakeholders from conventional methods to new methods of communication. 

5.1.1 Managing Stakeholder Relationships 

 

The CDA engages with various external State and community stakeholders. Stakeholders in CDA planning processes and projects are the 

people and organisations which impact upon and are impacted by CDA plans, interventions and projects. 
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Internal stakeholders of the CDA include, employees, managers. The employees and managers are the ones who create and deliver services 

that support the organisations mandate and objectives. The intention is look after them and to attract and retain top talent at all levels. 

 

SBDM Stakeholders 

 

As a Municipal Owned Entity (MOEs) the CDA has key linkages and relationships with the SBDM and other MOEs. These relationships are 

vital to ensure that development aligned with the CDA vision and policies for SBDM. Some critical stakeholders and the relationships that CDA 

departments have with them are listed in Tables 15-18 below: 

 
Table 15. Government stakeholder 
 

CDA Stakeholder Nature of Engagement 

  

Office of the Mayor The CDA engages with the Office of the Mayor through its Board Chairperson, to ensure 

strategic engagement on city priorities, key decisions and formal oversight committees and 

steering groups. It ensures internal CDA priorities, policies and frameworks are in line with 

the Growth and Development Strategy (GDS) 2040 and other plans and policies of the 

District. 

 

 

 

 

The CDA Board The CDA is accountable for strategic and operational matters to the Board of Directors, 

which controls and maintains a fiduciary relationship with the company.  

Members of the Mayoral Committee (MMCs) 
The CDA liaises with the SBDM LED Directorate which present in MMC to submit 

information as required by MCC 

  

Office of the Speaker of the SBDM 

As an agency of the Sarah Baartman District Municipality, the CDA is bound by the rules on 

public participation as set out by the Office of the Speaker. The Speaker has to ensure 

public consultation, involvement and participation in the affairs of the municipality. As 

chairperson of the council’s public participation and petitions committees, the Speaker must 

ensure that the public participates in city matters wherever possible, and facilitates the 

process whereby community requests and complaints are heard and ensures that there are 

appropriate responses from Council. In order to fulfil the role of building democracy, the 

Speaker manages community participation in local government. 

    

National & Provincial Government Departments, 

District & Local Municipalities;  Municipal owned 

entities (MoEs) and Government Owned Entities 

CDA is an entity of the District municipality entrusted with spearheading the identification, 

project development, funding mobilisation and implementation of catalytic infrastructure and 

economic development projects in the district. It remains essential for the CDA to develop 

relationships with a variety of public sector stakeholders.  
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National Government Departments: The SA Industrial Growth is formulated by National 

Government Departments and are allocated budgets to drive the implementation of each 

strategy based on mandated of each department.  

Based on Sarah Baartman District’s Economic Growth Strategy alignment with National & 

Provincial Departments’ Economic Growth Strategy similar to the District, the CDA’s role is 

identification and conceptualise the development to get buy-in OR support from the relevant 

departments for partnership, funding and implementation of common projects. 

 

State owned entities: At times departmental budgets are channelled to their SOEs for 

project implementation of Departments Economic Growth strategy.  

The CDA’s role is identification and conceptualise the development to get buy-in OR support 

from the relevant SOEs for partnerships, funding and implementation of identified projects. 

International Stakeholders 

CDAs responsibility is the identification, development of partnerships and leveraging of funds 

from international stakeholders that are providing funding and technical support on those 

projects of mutual interest between the CDA and International Stakeholders. 

 
Community Stakeholders 
 
Table 16. Private sector stakeholder 
 

Community Stakeholders Nature of Engagement 

  

Private investors and developers 

The CDA engages with private investors to share information about the CDA’s work and 

vision and encourage private investment. It further works with the private sector in 

conveying the city’s vision, policy and processes and assessing and establishing 

partnerships for achieving this vision. 

At a local area the CDA engages with private investors and developers to highlight key 

opportunities for increasing private investment in areas where there is state investment. It 

also works with these stakeholders to understand the market dynamics and inhibitors to 

investment as well as to carve area based investment approaches that will enhance the 

public good within those areas. 

 

 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMMEs) 

The CDA’s mission directs the CDA to create a conducive environment for economic 

empowerment and makes use of programmes for the development of SMMEs. 

SMMEs are an essential stakeholder group to be engaged on local area projects both for 

determining the economic conditions and opportunities within areas and for identifying 
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opportunities for enhancing opportunities for small business in development areas and 

directly in CDA projects. 

 

Table 17. Local area based stakeholder   

Community Stakeholders Nature of Engagement 

  

Local area based stakeholder committees 

These committees are representative of community interests in areas. They may include 

ward councillors, ward committee members, religious leaders, school governing bodies, 

business representatives, NGOs and community members, amongst others. These 

committees are integral for the approval and shaping of investments as well as for 

catalysing community efforts as a key resource for the development of local areas. 

These committees provide feedback on projects. They are also the platforms for resolving 

project specific issues, for identifying local opportunities (including employment) and for 

discussing project schedules.  

 
Specific interest groups 

 

The CDA will engage with specific interest groups to discuss the aspects of the projects that affect them directly and in particular ways. These 

include: 

 

Table 18. Interest groups stakeholder 

Specific interest groups Nature of Engagement 

  

Local residents and business owners These stakeholders are the people who will benefit from key investments. Engagements 

focus on how these benefits can be capitalised on and best utilised are key to ensuring 

responsive development that will be well utilised.  

Women and Youth These groups may be vulnerable in various ways or have unique needs that must be taken 

into account in projects. Engagements are directed at improving the responsiveness of 

developments to meet particular needs of these groups to improve living conditions and 

optimise economic outcomes for them.  

Organised Labour It is necessary to engage workers on their needs in the environment (transport, access, 

safety etc.) as well as on the development of enterprise and employment opportunity 

through project interventions.  
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Researchers and urbanists 

The CDA works with these groups at a strategic planning level as well as at project level. At 

a strategic level the CDA works with researchers to inform evidence based policy 

development and to gain insight into particular dynamics in areas or particular development 

issues. It is important that CDA planning and facilitation staff keep abreast of critical 

research and discussions into various aspects of the District from demographics, to new 

policies, reports and publications. It is valuable to shaping thinking about area based 

development, and Development Implementation staff are required to keep abreast of new 

methodologies, design approaches, materials etc. to ensure best practice implementation of 

projects  
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6. Management and Organisational Structures 

6.1 Organisational Structure 
The CDA’s operating structure respond to the entity’s primary objective, which focuses on the mobilisation of investments from both the public and 

private sector on CDA identified commercial opportunities. Figure 2 below show the current high level CDA organisational structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. CDA high level organisational structure 
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6.2 Management Team 

The CDA management team comprise two project managers that worked for the Blue Crane Development Agency (BCDA) and upon 

its disestablishment were given contract employment at the CDA. 

 

Table 19. CDA Management Team 
 

Position Name Experience 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chief Executive Officer 
Sunshine Blouw 

He has a PhD degree in Textiles Science and started his career as a researcher with the Council for 

Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) in Port Elizabeth in 1995 until 2018.  

He occupied the following positions at CSIR: 

 Business Area Manager (BAM) responsible for attracting research infrastructure investments 

totalling R60 million establishing a world-class facility for fibre and composite research in Africa. 

He started the research in South Africa on natural fibre industry (textiles, composite) development, 

including wool & mohair fibre expansion  

 Centre Manager of Industry Support Centre responsible for providing trouble shooting testing 

services to the textile and clothing sectors of South Africa. He led the setting up of shared clothing 

design and garment manufacturing training centre at Umthatha to ensure young designers from the 

Eastern Cape Province have access to a facility for the development of product prototype and training 

by service providers of use of advance technologies in design, grading, pattern making and sample 

production.  

Facilitated the training of hundreds (100s) young fashion designers in a 10 year Department of Trade 

& Industry funded program as well as the training of hundreds (100s) of textile workers and factory 

owners on textile quality assurance standards and specialised nonwoven technical textile product 

manufacturing.     

 Competency Area Manager managing close to 30 staff members comprising  researchers (Principal, 

Senior & entry level), technicians, financial officer, administrator with varied qualification levels (Phd 

to matric certificate).  

Project Manager 

Chris Wilken 

Chris Wilken is the CDA project manager. His role is to identify catalytic infrastructure & economic 

development projects and their packaging for investments by both the public and private sector 

stakeholders. The CDA project portfolio identified key industrial sector for economic growth in the District 

He has a B Agric degree from the University of Orange Free State University.   

Before joining the CDA in 2015, he held positions of BCDA Manager Tourism & Planning (2009 – 2011) 

as well as Acting CEO for the BCDA (2009-2015).   

Nico Lombard 
Mr Nico Lombard is the CDA project manager.  His role is to identify catalytic infrastructure & economic 

development projects and their packaging for investments by both the public and private sector 

stakeholders. The CDA project portfolio identified key industrial sector for economic growth in the District. 
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Mr. Lombard holds B Juris degree from University of Orange Free State.  

Before joining the CDA, her worked for the BCDA as a manager (2004-2015).  

 

 

  

  

Financial Officer 
Luvuyo 

Nomarwayi 

Is a B Com in Accounting graduate with over 5 years of working experience at the Office of the Auditor 

General of South Africa.  

His work experience includes performing audit procedures, conducting field work in compliance with 

applicable auditing standards & assessment of entity compliance to relevant laws and regulations. 

Experience in auditing of local municipalities, institutions of higher learning, SOEs and government 

departments. 

Business Development Officer Nceba Gomba 

  Is a B Sc in Agric Econ from UFH and has worked as an educator, business developer at DAFF,  

  enterprise developer at DRDLR and at Dept of Higher Education and Training @ GoldFields TVET  

  College as a business development officer.  

  His work included working with start-ups and entrepreneurs to ensure sustainability of their businesses.  

  Also worked on establishing and assisting agri-businesses.  

Office Administrator Zimbini Sibeko 

  A seasoned Office Administrator  that has plied her trade in various economic development organisations    

  such as the KwaNobuhle Council, Microprojects Programme Trust, Kouga Development Agency, Sarah   

  Baartman District Municipality LED and assisted the Cacadu District Development Agency  

International Economic 

Development Partnerships 
Dr Albert Yu 

  An investment manager with vast experience on China trade opportunities land-scape and knowledge of  

  Investors, both public and private, that can be wooed to invest in SBDM. 

  A seasoned professional with strong network of China public administration entities and departments with  

  which the SBDM can forge partnerships to advance the politico-socio-economic opportunities of the  

  people of the District. 

  

 

In the establishment phase of the CDA, the Sarah Baartman District Municipality Council resolved that two of its staff member, namely Mr Riaaz 

Lorgat (Finance) and Miss Zimbini Sibeko (Administrator) will assist the CDA in both finance and administration functions. 

6.3 Capacity Analysis 
 

The revised CDA staff establishment and organogram was approved by the Board in 2015. It had provision for 5 positions. Of the 5 positions, 2 

are vacant. Owing to SBDM non-committal on continued funding of the Agency post its establishment phase, this resulted in not filling of the 

post.  

The SBDM Council Resolution in 2018 to fund the Agency for the next five years has provided a window of opportunity for the review of the initial 

organogram and expediting the filling of vacancies.  

 

In the revised approved organogram, there are new positions, which have been identified as critical in terms of addressing capacity constraints in 

critical areas. 
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The structure includes: 

 

 Top Management consists of level 1 which accounts for the CEO who both report to the Board. There are no Executive  

 Management positions at present. 

 

 Senior Management consists of level 3 and 4 comprising Senior Development Managers. Owing to the present size of the entity in  

 terms of its operational budget, the post of Financial Manager will become available upon growth of the organisation.  

 

 Professional and Middle Management consists of level 5 and 6, comprising Administration Officer, Accountants and Business  

 Development Officer. 

 

 Skilled technical, academically qualified and junior management are level 7 and 8 are currently not catered in the current organogram  

 and might be relevant in the future. 

 

In terms of physical location, 4 employees (including administration staff support from SBDM) are based at the CDA Head Offices located at the 

SBDM Offices in Govan Mbeki Avenue, Port Elizabeth, while 2 project managers are based in Somerset East.  

6.4 Employment Equity 
The CDA is committed to the principles of equity, non-discrimination and diversity enshrined in the Constitution and the Employment Equity Act 

(1998) as amended. It aims to employ a diverse staff complement which is of a geographical representation of our society and create equal 

employment opportunities to all. 

 

The CDA’s Employment Equity Policy and Plan derived from parent municipalities plan aims to advance and protect previously disadvantaged 

individuals by providing opportunities for career advancement, growth, training and development.  

 

The CDA does not have currently an Employment Equity Plan. An EE plan that seeks to ensure fair and consistent application and implementation 

of all employment practices and procedures will be developed.  

 

The CDA will use the filling of current vacancy position to address its demographics profile to ensure they reflect the countrys’, provincial and 

district demographics. 

7. Risk Management 
The CDA Board monitors risk through the Audit and Risk Committee, except for project specific risks which are dealt with at Management 

Committee. This entails examining risks associated with the proposed projects such as the risk financing, risk returns and risk profiles. Further, 

and primarily, the Committee bears accountability for ensuring that, there is an effective risk management process and system within the 

organisation. This approach does not relieve the CDA Board of its accountability and responsibility in ensuring that, an adequate and effective risk 

management system and process is in place, as the Board is expected to exercise the duty of care, skill, and diligence identifying, assessing and 
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monitoring risks as presented by the Audit and Risk Committee. It recommends to the Board risk strategies and policies that need to be set, 

implemented and monitored. 

 

CDA’s risk management strategy is guided by the principles of the enterprise-wide risk management system in terms of which all identified risk 

areas are managed systematically and continuously at the project management level. The CDA has a risk register in place which is treated as a 

working risk management document of which the identified risks are constantly recorded and properly managed.  

 

The CDA maintains a Strategic Risk Register and an Operational Risk Register which are treated as working risk management tools. The CDA’s 

management team monitors and evaluates the implementation and efficiency of controls and actions identified to improve current controls in the 

risk registers. 

 

The registers reflect those key business risks that need to be managed at a corporate level, which, if not managed appropriately, could result in the 

CDA failing to achieve one or more of its key objectives, suffer financial loss, or reputation damage. The contents of the Risk Registers are 

reviewed at least annually to ensure their contents reflect current priorities and circumstances. 

7.1 Risk Management Process 
Risk identification and assessment is an on-going process. The CDA conducts an annual strategic and operational risk assessment workshop. 

This process is supported by an on-going risk management process at departmental level; all staff are encouraged to take ownership of risk. 

7.2 Strategic Risk Register 
The CDA’s risk management strategy is guided by the principles of the enterprise-wide risk management system. The CDA’s strategic risk register 

is treated as a working document. 

 

Identified risks are recorded and the management thereof is constantly monitored. Management monitors and evaluates the implementation and 

efficiency of controls. 

 

Effective risk management is fundamental to the CDA’s business activities. The organisation is committed to achieving its strategic goals and 

increasing shareholder value by facilitating, developing and implementing infrastructure and economic development projects on behalf of the 

SBDM and associated local municipalities in the district. The CDA seeks to achieve an appropriate balance between risk and reward in the 

business. It continues to build and enhance the risk management capabilities that assist in achieving its goals in a controlled environment. 

 

The CDA conducts an annual strategic risk assessment workshop to ensure that there is a link between risk management and the business 

planning processes.  

For an enterprise like the CDA, common strategic risks linked to the CDA strategic objectives include the following:  

I. Change in funding priorities of the parent municipality in respect to the continued funding of the agency operational budget. 

II. Failure to attract external funders and investments for the implementation of infrastructure and economic development projects 

identified by the agency.  
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III. Failure to delivery capital and economic development projects on time and on budget 

IV. Inadequate project packaging, budgeting and sequencing that ensure that the impact can be assessed in terms of economic outcomes 

in key development areas 

V. Failure to adequately manage Investors expectations. 

VI. Failure to implement effective job creation, SMME's and BBBEE support systems. 

VII. Failure to adequately manage stakeholder expectations. 

VIII. Inability to ensure financial sustainability 

IX. Fraud and Corruption 

X. Ineffective management processes 
 


